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STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR THAT PROMOTE CIVILITY AT ALL PUBLIC
MEETINGS:




Treat everyone courteously;
Listen to others respectfully
Exercise self-control





Give open-minded consideration to all viewpoints;
Focus on the issues and avoid personalizing debate;
Embrace respectful disagreement and dissent as democratic
rights, inherent components of an inclusive public process,
and tools for forging sound decisions

Meetings are broadcast live on CityTV cable channel 16, Radio Station KCRW FM 89.9 (after
8:00 PM for regular meetings), and on the internet at www.smgov.net and www.kcrw.org. Cable
television re-broadcasts air on Thursday and Saturday at 11:30 AM. The agenda will air on
CityTV on Saturday and Sunday at 11:00 AM and 6:00 PM, and on Monday and Tuesday at
12:30 PM and 6:00 PM.

RULES OF ORDER FOR THE CONDUCT OF CITY COUNCIL MEETINGS
(Resolution No.11106 (CCS))
Persons wishing to address the City Council regarding items on the agenda must be present and submit
their name and address (optional) in writing to the City Clerk before the public hearing is opened for
that item. Request-to-Speak forms are available prior to the meeting and throughout the meeting.
Remarks from the public are limited to a total of 6 minutes per City Council meeting, with a maximum of 2
minutes and a minimum of one minute per item. Except for the author of the request, public comment on
12-items are limited to 1 minute. Except on Public Input, speakers may donate 2 minutes to another
person who may speak for a total of 4 minutes on that item. Both the donor of time and the designated
speaker must submit their cards in person together.
ORDER OF BUSINESS (may not be changed except by majority vote of the City Council.)
1. Closed Session.
2. Special Agenda Items (City Manager’s Report
Commendations, Presentations, etc.).
3. Consent Calendar (All items considered in one
motion unless removed by a City Councilmember for
discussion. Public comment shall be heard prior
to City Council discussion).
4. Study Session.
5. Continued Items.
6. Administrative Proceedings.
7. Ordinances:
 1st Reading
 2nd Reading

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Staff Administrative Item.
Public Hearings.
Reports of Boards and Commissions.
Resolutions.
Written Communications (other than
Reports of Commission and Officers).
13. Councilmember Discussion Items.
14. Public Input (members of the public may
address the City Council only on items
not on the agenda, but within the subject
matter jurisdiction of the City)

Agendas and reports are accessible on the City's webpage at smgov.net/council/agendas. They are also
available at the City Clerk's Office and in alternate formats upon request. For a free email subscription to
the City Council Agendas, please contact the City Clerk’s Office at (310) 458-8211 or clerk@smgov.net.
Addressing the City Council: State your name, address (optional), and neighborhood for the record;
address the City Council as a whole, not as individuals. After the public hearing closes, no member of the
public shall address the City Council on the matter under consideration without first securing Council
approval. Please be courteous. Any electronic presentation materials intended to be presented at a
City Council meeting must be emailed to the City Clerk at clerk@smgov.net no later than 12 PM on
the day of a City Council meeting.
Members of the audience: Please refrain from clapping, whistling, or acts of disorderly conduct; do not
distribute literature without prior authorization of the presiding officer; remain seated unless addressing
the City Council; do not stand or sit in aisles or against the wall; do not enter the well area of the dais or
go behind rails unless authorized by the presiding officer.
Members of the public unable to attend a meeting but wishing to comment on an item(s) listed on the
agenda may submit written comments prior to the meeting by meeting by mailing them to: City Clerk,
1685 Main Street, Santa Monica, CA 90401 or to councilmtgitems@smgov.net. Written comments
received from the public by 12 PM on the day of the City Council meeting will be distributed to the City
Council prior to the meeting and posted online.
City Hall and the Council Chamber are wheelchair accessible. If you require any special disability related
accommodations (i.e. sign language interpreting, access to an amplified sound system, etc.), please
contact the City Clerk’s Office at (310) 458-8211 or TDD: (310) 917-6626 at least 3 days prior to the
scheduled meeting.
Si desea comunicarse con alguien en español, llame a nuestra oficina al (310) 458-8211 y pida hablar
con Esterlina Lugo.
Santa Monica Blue Bus Lines #2, #3, #5, #9 and the EXPO Line serve City Hall. Parking is available on
Main Street, on Olympic Drive, and in the Civic Center Parking Structure (validation free).
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AGENDA
CITY OF SANTA MONICA
SPECIAL MEETING
THE BROAD STAGE, THE EDYE SECOND SPACE
1310 11TH STREET,
SATURDAY JANUARY 26, 2019
MEETING BEGINS AT 9:00 AM
CALL TO ORDER
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
ROLL CALL
(This is a special City Council meeting. Public comment is restricted to only items listed on
the agenda.)
Please note that Council intends to suspend the Council rules to modify the time
limits for public comment at the Council Retreat.
8.

STAFF ADMINISTRATIVE ITEMS

8.A.

Council Retreat to Set Priorities for the FY 2019-21 Biennial Budget Using the
Cities Framework for a Sustainable City of Wellbeing
Recommended Action
Staff recommends that the City Council:
1. Select 3-6 Framework Priorities from the list of sub-outcomes to guide the
budget process for Fiscal years 2019-2021;
2. Affirm transition to Framework Priorities from the Strategic Goals structure;
and
3. Add Advancing a New Model of Mobility as a new sub-outcome under Place
and Planet to the Framework for a Sustainable City of Wellbeing.

ADJOURNMENT
Agendas
and
reports
are
accessible
on
the
City's
webpage
at
www.smgov.net/council/agendas. They are also available at the City Clerk's Office and in
alternate formats upon request. For a free email subscription to the City Council Agendas,
please contact the City Clerk’s Office at (310) 458-8211 or clerk@smgov.net.
Members of the public unable to attend a meeting but wishing to comment on an item(s)
listed on the agenda may submit written comments prior to the meeting by meeting by
mailing them to: City Clerk, 1685 Main Street, Santa Monica, CA 90401 or to
councilmtgitems@smgov.net. Written comments received from the public by 12 PM on the
day of the City Council meeting will be distributed to the City Council prior to the meeting
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and posted online. Any electronic presentation materials intended to be presented at
a City Council meeting must be emailed to the City Clerk at clerk@smgov.net no later
than 12 PM on the day of a City Council meeting.
City Hall and the Council Chamber are wheelchair accessible. If you require any special
disability related accommodations (i.e. sign language interpreting, access to an amplified
sound system, etc.), please contact the City Clerk’s Office at (310) 458-8211 or TDD: (310)
917-6626 at least 3 days prior to the scheduled meeting.
Si desea comunicarse con alguien en español, llame a nuestra oficina al (310) 458-8211 y
pida hablar con Esterlina Lugo.
Santa Monica Blue Bus Lines #2, #3, #5, #9 and the EXPO Line serve City Hall. Parking is
available on Main Street, on Olympic Drive, and in the Civic Center Parking Structure
(validation free).
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8.A

City Council
Report
City Council Meeting: January 26, 2019
Agenda Item: 8.A

To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Katie Lichtig, Assistant City Manager, City Manager's Office, Administration
Gigi Decavalles-Hughes, Director, Finance Department

Subject: Council Retreat to Set Priorities for the FY 2019-21 Biennial Budget Using the
Cities Framework for a Sustainable City of Wellbeing
Recommended Action
Staff recommends that the City Council:
1. Select 3-6 Framework Priorities from the list of sub-outcomes to guide the budget
process for Fiscal years 2019-2021;
2. Affirm transition to Framework Priorities from the Strategic Goals structure; and
3. Add Advancing a New Model of Mobility as a new sub-outcome under Place and
Planet to the Framework for a Sustainable City of Wellbeing.
Summary
The Council holds an annual retreat as a unique opportunity for Council, community
members and staff to convene and collaborate on a focused subject. This year’s goal is
for the Council to use the Framework for a Sustainable City of Wellbeing (adopted in
2017 and revised in 2018) to identify the Framework Priorities. This will happen at the
retreat after taking into account community, boards/commissions/committees, and staff
input regarding where resources should be focused.

The new Framework Priority structure, starting on July 1, 2019, will supersede the
current Strategic Goals structure, and will ensure similar efforts are aligned with the
outcomes established in the Framework. The selection of Framework Priorities will
guide staff as the City prepares the FY 2019-21 Biennial Budget. The overall goal this
year is to ensure that government works better at lower cost by focusing resources on
the results that matter most.

Lastly the Council is being asked to consider a refinement to the Framework by adding
“Advancing a New Model of Mobility” as a new sub-outcome. While this objective has
1 of 15
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been a Strategic Goal since 2015 it has not previously been an expressed sub-outcome
of the Place and Planet Outcome Area. Staff believes this is an oversight that should be
corrected at this stage of budget formulation.

The Framework for a Sustainable City of Wellbeing

Financial Stewardship
The City of Santa Monica has an award-winning budget program that reflects traditional
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municipal best practices. It has worked well to ensure we support quality services to the
community, a well-maintained infrastructure and a healthy balance sheet that has
earned Santa Monica an AAA bond rating from all three of the national credit rating
agencies. However, traditional revenue streams are growing at a slower rate as the
economy shifts to online services and alternative transportation models; pension and
healthcare costs are projected to increase significantly; and the threat of a recession
looms ahead.
The City is taking measures to position Santa Monica for a 21st century economy,
including pursuing an Economic Sustainability Strategy; establishing a Pension Advisory
Committee (including community and workforce members) that’s made
recommendations to the City Manager about options to eliminate the unfunded pension
liability; and moving to a performance-based budget. Sustaining Santa Monica’s solid
financial footing is critical not merely to retain the city’s AAA rating, but also because
City government, in partnership with the community, is the engine that delivers the
services, creates the policy, and drives the change we want to see in our community.
Protecting our financial health ensures we can continue to provide funding for public
safety, affordable housing, protect rent-burdened seniors, install bike lanes, attain water
self-sufficiency, expand our parks, provide homeless services, and the other key
programs and policies that support a Sustainable City of Wellbeing.
On January 22, Council reviewed the City’s 10-Year Financial Forecast for the General
Fund. The Forecast shows that continuing operations in their current state will lead to
shortfalls beginning in FY 2020-21 that will escalate to $31.5 million by year 10, equal to
6% of ongoing revenues. Council directed staff to proceed with developing a fiscally
sustainable budget strategy, including finding a way to reduce the pension liability and
moving to a performance-based budget, to be used in the development of the FY 201921 Biennial Budget.

A Re-Imagined Budget Process
The transition to a reimagined, performance-based biennial budget will provide Council,
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staff and the community with a data-driven methodology by which to prioritize the
allocation of resources. By developing metrics to analyze what works, resources can be
more reliably directed to areas that help achieve measurable outcomes. The Framework
for a Sustainable City of Wellbeing is organizing structure for targeting the results that
matter most to the City Council and the community.

The move from a more traditional line item departmental revenue and expense
budgeting approach will happen incrementally. Whether the metaphor is “walk before
you run” or “put your socks on before you put your shoes on” the sequence puts
identifying priorities first, then developing metrics to measure progress toward the
identified goals. The ultimate objective is to achieve the most important results at the
lowest possible cost - a city government that works better and costs less.

The FY 2019-21 Biennial Budget process is the first step in a multi-year process
towards a Performance-Based Budget that integrates performance management into
resource allocation decisions. For the current biennial budget, the City Council adopted
the Framework that spells out our most important community outcomes (rooted in our
long-standing work and community commitment to sustainability and wellbeing).

Selecting Framework Priorities
As stated above, a key element of this re-imagined budget process is focusing
resources around key community priority areas. The Framework contains suboutcomes that are associated with one of the seven outcome areas and has a definition
and metrics that define success. The goal of the Council retreat is to select three to six
sub-outcome priorities (referring to these as Framework Priorities). The City can do
anything, we just cannot do everything. Establishing Framework Priorities will enable
the City to align resources and better focus on achieving the most important outcomes
in service to the community. Following extensive outreach to residents, business
owners, Boards and Commission members and staff, our reimagined budget process
anticipates Council selecting the key Framework Priorities for the FY 2019-21 Biennial
Budget by the end of the retreat.
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Community and Staff Engagement
Four data sets are being provided to Council by staff for their consideration:
1. Community Survey Results (Attachment A) and Written Responses (Attachment
B);
2. Staff Survey Results (Attachment C);
3. Leadership Team priorities; and
4. Letters from Boards and Commissions (Attachment D)

As a result of the first three outreach efforts, the following seven sub-outcomes were
identified as candidates as Framework Priorities:


Affordability



Built Environment



Ecosystem



Engaged Community



Keeping Neighborhoods Safe



Reducing Homelessness



Safe Driving, Walking, Biking and Transit

This input was not designed to represent a scientifically valid cross-section of the
community but rather be an open-ended invitation for broad, voluntary engagement. As
such, it is intended simply as potentially useful background guidance and information
supplementing all other forms of input into City government decision-making. A
complete set of survey results is attached to this report. The follow provides details on
each of the areas of input.

Community Input
Staff undertook a three-pronged community engagement strategy as part of highlighting
the reimagining of the budget process. More than 2800 community members (primarily
residents, but also respondents who work in Santa Monica, business owners, and
property owners) participated in the SamoSays survey as of Monday, January 21 st, the
last day of the survey. Staff also held community “pop-up” events at Farmer’s Markets
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and other community events to ask for input on the process. Finally, the City Manager
met with 43 community members who signed up online to participate in five informal
briefings on the new budget process. It is worth noting that these are fresh ways to seek
community input and hopefully attracted new voices into this process. The following is a
chart of the top three sub-outcomes (there is a significant drop-off in the next highest
outcome) and a word cloud of the freeform survey response questions.

Staff Priorities
Staff were also invited to participate in a staff version of the SamoSays survey. This
survey mirrored the community survey except that is also asked information about what
department the survey taker worked in. This survey was taken by over 500 staff
members and the results largely mirrored those of the community. The following is a
chart of the top three sub-outcomes (there is a significant drop-off in the next highest
outcome) and a word cloud of the freeform survey response questions:
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Leadership Team Priorities
At a Leadership Team meeting on January 9th, department heads, division managers,
department performance liaisons, and budget coordinators met to discuss priorities. At
the end of the session, the Leadership Team identified its top five priorities, not in a
ranked or prioritized order:
 Keeping Neighborhoods Safe
 Affordability
 Engaged Community
 Ecosystems
 Built Environment

Boards and Commission Letters
To further inform the Prioritization process, Boards and Commissions were invited to
participate in the SamoSays survey as well as submit letters to the Council. Five
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Boards and Commissions submitted letters which are attached to this report:
 Commission for the Senior Community;
 Commission on the Status of Women;
 Disabilities Commission;
 Landmark Commission; and
 Recreation and Parks Commission.

Council and community members at the Retreat will undertake a similar facilitated
process to identify up to six Framework Priorities. This workshop will provide yet
another data set the Council can incorporate into the ongoing community dialogue.

Sub-Outcome Definitions and Examples
The chart below shows the definitions and other contextual information for suboutcomes that ranked high on the priority lists of community members, City staff, and/or
leadership team members.

Affordability
Definition

A city that strives to provide opportunities for people to afford to live
within its boundaries.

Outcome Area

Economic Opportunity

How We Will Track
Our Success



Percentage of residents that are housing burdened

Sample Activities



Provide affordable housing through direct cash benefit to
support extremely low- and low-income families in order to
sustain and secure housing
Short-Term Rental Enforcement Action
Provide affordable housing through vouchers to very-low and
low income households
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Built Environment
Definition

·

Maintain a built environment that (1) Provides sufficient open space
to support natural function and wildlife habitats as well as active
and passive recreation; and (2) Provides compact mixed use built
areas that maximize affordable housing and enable mobility.

Outcome Area

Place and Planet

How We Will Track
Our Success





Tracking of energy and water efficiency by building stock
Percentage of residents within a quarter of a mile of open space
Percentage of residents within a quarter of a mile of goods and
services

Sample Activities




Park planning
Review of plans, documents, and technical reports for building
permit issuance

Ecosystems
Definition

·

Maintain ecosystems in order to provide clean water from
sustainable sources; marine waters safe for active and passive
recreation; clean indoor and outdoor air; a sustainable food system
that provides healthy, locally grown food; a sustainable climate that
supports thriving human life and a flourishing biodiverse
environment; comprehensive waste disposal systems that do not
degrade the environment; and a sustainable energy future based
on renewable energy sources.

Outcome Area

Place and Planet

How We Will Track
Our Success







80% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2030
0 imported water by 2020
0 exceedent days
90% landfill diversion by 2030
Percentage of tree canopy coverage by neighborhood

Sample Activities






Investigation of potential sustainability violations
Watershed maintenance
Tree Maintenance
Refuse, Organics, and Recycling Collection
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Engaged Community
Definition

·

Residents who can effectively engage with local government, who
can make their voices heard by participating in the civic process

Outcome Area

Community

How We Will Track
Our Success



Percentage of residents who feel like their voices are heard in
the decision making process

Sample Activities




Support to boards, commissions, task forces, and committees ·
Volunteer engagement

Keeping Neighborhoods Safe
Definition

·

Providing services and engagement to ensure the safety of all of
our neighbors

Outcome Area

Safety

How We Will Track
Our Success






Response times
Overall view of safety
Property crimes v. violent crimes
Crimes per 1,000 residents

Sample Activities





Investigate crimes against persons
Integrate new technology to enhance crime reduction efforts
Investigate burglary of motor vehicles and theft from motor
vehicles

Reducing Homelessness
Definition

·

Prevent homelessness among low income residents

Outcome Area

Economic Opportunity

How We Will Track
Our Success



Percentage decrease in the population of people experiencing
homelessness

Sample Activities



Interdepartmental and Regional Homelessness Leadership and
Coordination
Direct Client Services- Homelessness
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Safe Driving, Walking, Biking, and Transit
·

Definition

Providing services and engagement to ensure the safety of all of
our streets

Outcome Area

Safety

How We Will Track
Our Success



Zero transportation related fatalities by 2026

Sample Activities




Maintenance and repair of travel control devices ·
Traffic enforcement and pedestrian safety

Shifting from Strategic Goals to Framework Priorities
In the summer of 2015, the City Council established five Strategic Goals. They were
originally intended to be 3-5 year projects to accomplish specific results. A summary of
each goal and key milestones is attached (Attachment E). These five goals were
intended to focus our attention, resources and time to achieve the following:


Maintaining an inclusive and diverse community;



Establishing a new model for mobility;



Ensuring local control of the City land occupied by the Santa Monica
Airport;



Taking a leadership role in regional efforts to address homelessness; and



Fostering a community partnership to Learn and Thrive
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During the first year of work:
 Staff identified financial resources to jump-start discreet projects;
 The City Manager tasked senior staff members with leading and developing each
Strategic Goal; and
 Strategic Goal Teams met on a regular basis.
Beginning in early 2017, the Strategic Goal Teams developed Plans of Action (“Plans”),
which teams evaluated and amended as needed each year. These Plans captured the
background of each Strategic Goal; identified key outcomes to achieve; and developed
a series of activities with metrics and projects with milestones to achieve the stated
outcomes.

Out of these plans, the City realized several accomplishments, including:
 An historic Consent Decree with the FAA to shorten the runway, resulting in an
immediate 80% reduction in jet traffic and to close Santa Monica Airport (SMO)
no later than January 1, 2029;
 Passage of Measures H and HH that provided a ¼ point of sales tax funding for
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affordable housing;
 Deployment of several specialized homeless outreach teams to provide
consistent and sustained engagement with people experiencing homelessness in
Santa Monica and link them to services and housing;
 Implementation of the region’s first bike share program and a nationallyrecognized dockless mobility pilot to implement new modes of transit safely
investment in street safety improvements

In Fiscal Year 2017-2019, with the introduction of the Framework for a Sustainable City
of Wellbeing and its identification of high level outcomes the City aims to achieve, the
City established SamoStat, a performance management program for the City designed
to foster a culture of data-driven decision making. The Chief Performance Officer
trained over 300 staff on performance management principles and worked with the
Finance Department to develop a roadmap to transition to a performance-based budget.
On June 12, 2018, Council adopted the Fiscal Years 2018-2019 Budget that furthers the
City’s transition to a fiscally sustainable and outcome-based method of allocating
resources. This approach focuses on using performance data to fully fund important,
effective activities and eliminate or restructure programs that do not deliver high priority
results. This is an iterative process, with a plan of fully developing a performance based
budget over a six-year period. The new budget structure goes beyond an organized
approach to accounting for programmatic expenses, and seeks to prioritize funding
based on community priorities that align to the achievement of Framework outcomes.
Over the next few months, after Framework Priorities are identified by Council, staff will
work to develop a Plan of Action for each Framework Priority, which will be presented to
Council as part of the budget presentations in June. These Plans will identify proposed
resource allocations to drive towards the achievement of outcomes, as well as
measures of success and projects that are designed to achieve the outcomes.

Evolving the Framework
The current Framework organizes work efforts around seven outcomes, each of which
states the ideal state we hope to achieve. The outcomes are further organized into sub-
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outcomes, which provide more specificity and definitions around efforts designed to
achieve outcomes. Each sub-outcome contains metrics which allow the City to, through
quantifiable measurements, know whether we are on track to achieve our stated
outcomes.

The Framework is intended to evolve as the needs of the community and staff work to
define activities and metrics progresses. Over the past few months, staff worked to
review the existing Framework and identified the need to refine the definitions of some
sub-outcome areas and to better highlight Mobility. Staff will suggest refinements to the
Framework through the budget process but feedback from the public and staff have
identified the desire to address long-standing Council and community emphasis on the
issue of mobility. Staff recommends adding “Advancing a New Model of Mobility” as an
additional sub-outcome under Place and Planet at the Retreat.

Currently, outside of Vision Zero (safe transportation) included under Safety, the
Framework did not explicitly include a sub-outcome dedicated to our overall efforts to
create a new model of mobility. Representatives of Planning and Community
Development and the Big Blue Bus met with staff from the City Manager’s Office to
develop an approach to enhancing the visibility of Mobility efforts in the Framework.
Like Homelessness, Mobility efforts map to several outcome areas. However, the
preponderance of the activities map to Place and Planet, including improving
transportation infrastructure and protecting our ecosystems.

The Framework is intended not as a static structure, but one that while providing clarity
and consistency about desired outcomes continues to evolve along with a diverse and
dynamic community.
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Prepared By:
Approved

Tim Dodd, Chief Performance Officer
Forwarded to Council

Attachments:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Community Survey Results
Community Survey Written Responses
Staff Survey Results
Letters of Support from Boards and Commissions
Strategic Goal Summaries and Achievements- final
Written Comments
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COMMUNITY SURVEY RESULTS
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RESIDENTS WHO OWN PROPERTY

Attachment: Community Survey Results [Revision 1] (3447 : Council Retreat on Framework Priority Setting)

8.A.a
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BUSINESS OWNERS

Attachment: Community Survey Results [Revision 1] (3447 : Council Retreat on Framework Priority Setting)
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RESIDENTS WHO RENT
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THOSE WHO WORK IN SANTA MONICA
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Community Survey respondents were provided with any opportunity to write priorities not
included in the list of 23 sub-outcomes. Please note that some written responses noted
priorities also included in the survey, such as Reducing Homelessness. The chart below shows
the top three written priorities:

Written responses are organized into the following thematic categories, for which there were
more than fifteen written responses. All other written responses are in the “Miscellaneous”
category:







Homelessness;
Traffic/ Mobility;
Miscellaneous;
Overdevelopment;
Keeping Neighborhoods Safe; and
Senior Issues

WRITTEN RESPONSES- HOMELESSNESS
Reduce crime/homelessness"
Santa Monica needs more green space/parks for its residents, and must remove
aggressive/harassing homeless persons from parks, beach areas, etc. It is not nearly as safe
for residents and familys to go to parks and beaches as it had been.
provide more services for homeless and the elderly. Support Meals on Wheels West and other
agencies helping to feed the hungry
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COMMUNITY SURVEY WRITTEN RESPONSES

8.A.b

"Homelessness
Homelessness
Homelessness "
We need more affordable housing to better meet the needs of so many who call SM home or
their place of work. Our streets are crowded with individuals experiencing homelessness, in
large part due ot high rent prices and being forced out of their homes. This is not OK.
I also see a need for addressing Homelessness as a top-tier priority. Thank you for addressing
Santa Monica s'mores priorities!
Reduce homelessness
"Getting rid of programs that help infest our streets with Vagrants that the city gives way to
There is way too much construction of high-end apartments and luxury hotels
The homeless situation is completely OUT OF CONTROL, with no City efforts in sight. Streets
are unsafe and filthy."
"Preventing homeless
More rights for residents verses homeless
Greater security cleanliness in parks"
Homelessness, public safety & cleanliness are of utmost concern to us. This neighborhood has
encountered a dramatic shift (negative) in the last 20 years.
"reduce homeless i city
reduce homeless in city
reduce homeless in city"
"Who put homelessness under ""economic opportunity
It Is a disgrace the way this city cares for and handles homlessness
Your reduce homelessness headline does not address my concern. I want SM to have zero
tolerance for homeless crime and public safety issues. I am tired of being verbally and
physically endangered by homeless. I want safe libraries, park and streets.
"get rid of homeless on the streets
homelessness
Reducing vagrancy"

Discourage transients from occupying public spaces. Too many filthy bums in this town.
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The number of incidents I've heard about and seen with homeless people being dangerous has
been greatly increasing and is concerning

8.A.b

"Reducing/eliminating existing homelessness
Homelessness - Please!!!!!
Eliminating Santa Monica as a known safe haven for the lifestyle homeless, drug users and
petty criminals. We have more transients than any other local city. Petty crime is on the rise
and the community is feeling less safe. Empower the police to effectively deal with the small
crimes that encourage other crimes. Eliminate the dollar amount needed to convict common
criminals that rob local businesses and harass residients.
Provide facilities for homeless - health, hygiene"
"As a former resident of Downtown Los Angeles, the worsening Homeless problem is Santa
Monica is terrible.
We have to guard our home from petty-theft and cleanup for drunks who throw their glass
bottles on our property, weekly"
Lack of homeless control, drugs are only misdemeanor , and no recourse beyond 72 hr hold
for mentally ill needs to change. We need to empower cops
Create housing for workers in SM not homeless. Small businesses canâ€™t find staff who can
afford to live close by"
"Eliminating the homeless is the key issue in santa monica it disrupts, lives, business, tourism,
children, elder community.
"addressing the homeless and eliminating the homeless criminals
Homeless Program: ID, work for food and shelter, clinics or canâ€™t stay in SM. "
Stop homeless services that do nothing but invite more to come here."
"We desperately need the city to deal with the large amount of mentally ill transients in our parks
and on our streets
I frequently go to Beverly Hills and I see NO mentally ill transients in the Main area or parks.
They must
Be doing something to get rid of them. Why donâ€™t we? I do not want them housed here"
Today was the 5th time in the past few months I have woken up to a homeless person sleeping
in the hall outside my apartment. In all the years I've been here, it's never been anywhere near
this bad. I'm sure you know that. Something needs to be done, because we, as a community,
have let this problem get completely out of hand. It's like the tide, and it shows no sign of
abating. It seems at present no one, including myself, has a good solution, but just like the tide,
if we don't do something, we're going to drown in this. It's bad for health (a guy urinated in my
hall about three weeks ago), it's bad for safety (I'm 6'3", 200 lbs, but one of the people I found
was a lot bigger than me, and three of the women who live on my hall probably weigh less than
100 lbs each), it's bad for the economy (unless tourists want to visit America's homeless
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ENOUGH!! Too much enphasis on people who WANT to live here versus those who already live
here. "

8.A.b

"Reducing crime and arresting perpetrators of all crimes (including loitering and vagrancy) particularly vagrant and homeless crime
Donâ€™t cater to the mentally ill on the streets. They need to be institutionalized.
As far as our ever growing homeless problem, I think the city should do away with the Vacancy
Decontrol Act so that housing is more affordable. The city council really sold out to special
interests on that one and now you're paying the price with the increase in homeless problems.
Cleaning up our parks so they are useable by taxpaying residents - currently homeless sleeping
everywhere, prostitution, and drug use/dealing"
We have gone to far with homeless, rent control and other handouts. Property owners and long
term residence no longer have a voice here and we are all moving. This town has become
unsafe and dirty.,..our priorities as a city need to be question ed and fixed.
"Get homeless people off of the street and quit encouraging them Make the homeless shelters
drug and alcohol free, NO DRUGS
"Not allowing homeless people to live on the street and harass residents and visitors.
Allowing residents to feel safe voicing conservative opinions and views that don't fit Santa
Monica's liberal agenda.

"Safety from homeless bums and street criminals allowed to roam our city - learn from Century
City, Manhattan Beach, etc.
Proactive police force that actually deters crime not facilitate it
Get homeless out of Santa Monica - I now patronize Century City as there are no bums to
harass me there"
"#2 reduce current number of homeless on sm strrets and apt carports, side walkssi
#3 sm police need to enforce no tresspassing, anti social behavior of homeless
Reduce homelessness
"Dealing with the existing and growing homeless population - too many homeless are gathering
in public spaces making it uncomfortable for us longterm residents.
Homeless-inforce laws like no loitering like other cities do. Do NOT make it so helcoming for
Homeless people.
Government FINANCIAL transparency- let us know where money is going and give us a chance
to vote on priorities and where to spend it."
You could show the nation how to protect homeless people at night and bring them to
caseworker support by utilizing Sleep Stations.
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capital). We should put them all on electric scooters on a ride out of town, kill two birds with one
stone. (no pun intended)

Eliminating Santa Monica as a known safe haven for the lifestyle homeless, drug users and
petty criminals. We have more transients than any other local city. Petty crime is on the rise
and the community is feeling less safe. Empower the police to effectively deal with the small
crimes that encourage other crimes. Eliminate the dollar amount needed to convict common
criminals that rob local businesses and harass residients.
Eliminating homeless from doing drugs and living in our parks
Provide facilities for homeless - health, hygiene
"It is less preventing homelessness and draining with the situation the policies here have
created, there are unstable, unsafe people on the streets, walking here no longer feels safe.
"""Prevent"" homelessness - let's keep people from moving onto the streets in the first place
Homelessness understanding - don't just count them, find out where they are from and how they
became homeless so we can prevent"
Clean streets more often. They are filthy due to the homeless problem.
As a former resident of Downtown Los Angeles, the worsening Homeless problem is Santa
Monica is terrible.
reduce support services for homeless
Lack of homeless control, drugs are only misdemeanor , and no recourse beyond 72 hr hold for
mentally ill needs to change. We need to empower cops
Eliminating the homeless is the key issue in santa monica it disrupts, lives, business, tourism,
children, elder community.
I have included both "Mental Health" and "Reduce Homelessness" on my list, as I believe they
go hand in hand. I feel more passionately about caring for the homeless by supporting mental
health initiatives, than I do fining or forcing them out of the city
Please reduce the support for Homeless, It is not city's responsibility. SM city offers too much to
attract homeless come to SM city
DO SOMETHING ABOUT THE VIOLENT MENTALLY ILL EVERYWHERE IN THE CITY!
Homeless Program: ID, work for food and shelter, clinics or canâ€™t stay in SM.
Stop homeless services that do nothing but invite more to come here.
Instead of catch & release of homeless petty crime or indiscriminate bridge housing. Providing
mental health and substance abuse facilities to confine those who commit crime to until they
have successfully completed treatment and continue healthy regimen.
normally, I place the environment at the top of my list of important things, but lately, our
kindness to those in need has backfired. We need to find a way to manage our homess
population to protect our residents and visitors. it is not a crime to be poor, or homeless, but it is
a crime to rob, assault, steal, and be drunken or threatening in public. we have to get our city
back under control"
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8.A.b

I frequently go to Beverly Hills and I see NO mentally ill transients in the Main area or parks.
They must
Be doing something to get rid of them. Why donâ€™t we? I do not want them housed here"
Today was the 5th time in the past few months I have woken up to a homeless person sleeping
in the hall outside my apartment. In all the years I've been here, it's never been anywhere near
this bad. I'm sure you know that. Something needs to be done, because we, as a community,
have let this problem get completely out of hand. It's like the tide, and it shows no sign of
abating. It seems at present no one, including myself, has a good solution, but just like the tide,
if we don't do something, we're going to drown in this. It's bad for health (a guy urinated in my
hall about three weeks ago), it's bad for safety (I'm 6'3", 200 lbs, but one of the people I found
was a lot bigger than me, and three of the women who live on my hall probably weigh less than
100 lbs each), it's bad for the economy (unless tourists want to visit America's homeless
capital). We should put them all on electric scooters on a ride out of town, kill two birds with one
stone. (no pun intended)
REDUCE HOMELESS! THE PROMENADE HAS BECOME A REFUSE OF HOMELESSNESS!
Sleeping and urinating on all that new "furniture" why bother? What a waste of money
Crime is rampant. Hire more police. Get rid of homeless.
We have gone to far with homeless, rent control and other handouts. Property owners and long
term residence no longer have a voice here and we are all moving. This town has become
unsafe and dirty.,..our priorities as a city need to be question ed and fixed.
Stop allowing illegal homeless feedings that attract them
not just reduce hoMeless, but control
"Get homeless people off of the street and quit encouraging them Make the homeless shelters
drug and alcohol free, NO DRUGS
Homeless and I am wondering why one of the most important issues is not even listed.
I donâ€™t want to reduce homeless, Iâ€™d rather not allow them. Every major beach town in
California has the burden of homeless population. Their shelters and services need to be away
from the tourist towns and closer to mental or veteran facilities.
"HIgh school. not connected to early adult. early adult (SMC) has more than enough
resources. The high school is sub-standard.
reduce homelessness should include CURRENT HOMELESS as well as preventing
homelessness."
"Not allowing homeless people to live on the street and harass residents and visitors.
Get homeless out of Santa Monica - I now patronize Century City as there are no bums to
harass me there"
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"We desperately need the city to deal with the large amount of mentally ill transients in our parks
and on our streets

8.A.b

"People living in the garage next to my condo. They keep me up all night.
Worried about the homeless

The homeless situation in Santa Monica is horrible. I have lived here on and of since 1975. I do
not feel safe anywhere in Santa Monica
Proactive police force that actually deters crime not facilitate it
#3 keeping neighborhoods safe . #4 reduce homelessness . #5 environmental health"
"I would also include reducing and addressing homelessness but the City has not proven
capable of effectively tackling this issue.
rreduce crime in our neighborhoods, home invasions, theft from home, reduce homelessness
and homeless threats to our citizens
Santa Monica needs to provide more housing and serv for our current homeless
"Santa Monica has become a refuge for drug addicts and homelless.
Thatâ€™s the problem! "
"#2 reduce current number of homeless on sm strrets and apt carports, side walkssi
#3 sm police need to enforce no tresspassing, anti social behavior of homeless
Stop catering to, and encouraging, transients from all over the state, county, and country from
coming to Santa Monica by providing less programs and services
Work with the state and county to reopen mental institutions to place the chronically mentally ill
in a safe and healthy facility "
The Only priority is dealing with the dramatic rise in crime and homeless. It has destroyed our
wonderful community and the politicians have allowed it to happen.
Do something about the homeless /mentally ill people, they are taking over the city and making
it an unsafe place for its residents
"stop wasting money on homeless, it attracts more
help local low income families to prevent homelessness
"HOMELESS EPIDEMIC
"Dealing with the existing and growing homeless population - too many homeless are gathering
in public spaces making it uncomfortable for us longterm residents.
Homelessness
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YOUR FORM NOT WORKING 1. KEEP NEIGHBORHOODS SAFE, 2.REDUCE
HOMELESSNESS, 3. PHYSICAL HEALTH, 4. INTRASTRUCTURE, 5.

8.A.b
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"Safety from homeless bums and street criminals allowed to roam our city - learn from Century
City, Manhattan Beach, etc.

"Reduce crime by enforcing the laws and throwing lawbreakers in jail. No more tolerance of
criminal behavior by homeless criminals and deviants.
Enforce laws against vagrancy, public drinking and drug abuse!
Make the parks safe by clearing out the drunks and drug addicts and thieves"
"Be like Beverly Hills and donâ€™t let homeless sleep in our city
Get rid of loitering
No housing for homeless transients "
"#3 Reduce crime #4 No homelessin our city
#5 Reduce crime. Nothing absolutely nothing else
Matters"
Homeless-inforce laws like no loitering like other cities do. Do NOT make it so helcoming for
Homeless people.
Eliminate "Regional Vagrant Service Center"
"Reduce Homeless
Reduce crime...related to homeless
Homelessness - Please!!!!!
Control the homeless
GET RID OF THE HOMELESS
get rid of homeless on the streets
"Homelessness
Filth - businesses should be responsible for helping keep Sm clean
Accountability - the city treats the mental health and homelessness like they donâ€™t care"
"Increase police
Stop allowing illegal homeless feedings that attract them
Enforce laws so residents can feel safe again "
Get the crazy vagrants off the street!!!!
"Removal of transient homeless population
Keeping transient homeless out of our parks
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The homeless situation is out of control and the aggressive behavior of the homeless is a
disgrace. The safety of the entire community is at risk due to this issue and needs to be
addressed today!

WRITTEN RESPONSES- TRAFFIC/MOBILITY
"More separated, protected bike lanes!
Reducing traffic congestion "

PRIORITY 2: It is almost impossible to get around Santa Monica in a car or have friends over
due to the paucity of parking. The City seems to think it's ok to keep building high rises, such as
the one in progress on Wilshire and 7th without adequate parking (not to mention the addition of
congestion) and that everyone will be OK with that because they will take a bus, or bike, or ride
a scooter. Not everyone can or wants to and the fact that I can't get to the 10 freeway from 4th
in a decent amount of time, or almost anywhere else near where I live tells me the City talks a
big game but doesn't really care about its residents, especially those who have to drive and the
elderly.
Adequate free parking for residences including their visitors
"The City needs to finally start ENFORCING THE LAWS regarding the use of e-scooters on
sidewalks!
open roadways for cars - stop ""road diets"""
motorized vehicle enforcement"
Reduce traffic
"I want more dense, transit-oriented housing!
I want to reclaim streets from cars/parking for biking, scooting, walking, and buses. We should
have a network of bicycle/scooter boulevards and more dedicated bus lanes!!"
"over development of high priced apartment buildings and no infrastructure to support all the
traffic, parking..with pedestrians causing traffic backups especially from Cloverfield to Stewart
on the cross streets
better syncing of traffic lights on Santa Monica Blvd around 20-23rd street to keep traffic moving
and not stopping at all those closely placed traffic signals.. the one coming west by Cloverfield is
the worst!"
"Less density of City population & traffic-how much can an 8 square mile City infrastructure
support an overwhelming full time population along with a burgeoning year round tourist industry
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Facilities for the homeless (no-income residents)

8.A.b

Reducing traffic
Parking and not intentionally causing traffic in an effort to stop people from driving.
"Parking
Control Growth
Traffic"
"TRAFFIC
"Advance green space and density programmes
Proactive commuter agenda
Incorporate long-term prototypical policies"
Why are very important issues not listed - excess building (high density) and grid lock? This
survey is meaningless.
"Decrease congestion/limit growth
Fair rent policies for tenants AND owners"
Traffic, congestion, rampant tourism, i.e. 9 million visitors per year for 94,000 residents
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduced traffic that does not live in Santa Monica so that I can get to where I need to go within
the city in less time. Too many car trips from people who only work here and do not live here.
Especially Santa Monica College
Parking policies that provide adequate parking for residents as well as for visitors.
TOP: Traffic - especially eastbound traffic from 3-8pm on weekdays
"first priority: reducing traffic congestion/improving stoplight communication
second priority: making it easier to not need a car, even if you have a child too young to legally
ride a bird scooter"
Tall buildings
Traffic "
"REDUCE TRAFFIC
Reduce traffic "
"Avoid Renal Byscls, Skater, Electric moters.
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City does not have a supply of affordable shopping or restaurants that attract its residents.
Residents of certain age; income & preference must go to neighboring cities to shop for
everyday needs and a reasonably priced eating experience.

8.A.b

More public transportation such as local buses."

"Affordable parking for residents. How about a permit to allow parking in the structures free for
residents. I no longer go to the movies or shop on the Promenade due to parking fees. It's less
edxpensive to go to Westwood or Century city.
I see a lot of businesses moving out of Santa Monica, or failing due to high rents. How about
some oversight on rent raising or purchases by non-resident or foreign companies. It's pretty
sad that the only book store left on the West side, Barnes & Noble, had to leave because the
rent tripled.
Bring back affordability to the Promenadeso small, eclectic and interesting businesses can
move back. The once unique Promenade has become a dull, boring Every Mall, USA with
blasting music too close together. My friends who live elsewhere in LA no longer wish to visit."
open roadways for cars - stop ""road diets"""
Fixing traffic congestion and improving traffic flow. On Friday 1/4/19 it took me 17 minutes for
my car to get to Ocean Ave from 5th St to Ocean Ave driving west bound on Arizona something
desperately needs to change.
Get rid of the traffic mess that is (Santa Monica)
My first priority is the traffic congestion
Reducing traffic is also a concern and less large development.
"Overdevelopment
Traffic gridlock
"Reducing/eliminating existing homelessness
Reducing traffic congestion "
Reduce traffic and congestion .... major problem
reduce traffic congestion
Walkable neighborhoods
MORE AFFORDABLE PARKING OPTIONS
Traffic Congestion, especially near Pier-maybe open it to residents, taxis, Uberâ€™s...only.
Reduce population density/no new hotels and no apartments that donâ€™t serve long time
residents and arenâ€™t affordable"
I hope mobility means creating better infrastructure for other modes of transportation - bike
lanes, sidewalks. We must decrease the amount of cars allowed in Santa Monica. Madrid,
Paris, and London all have initiatives for car free days monthly and sometimes weekly.
Pontevedra, Spain eliminated cars and their tourism increased! Let's keep Santa Monica clean
so we can enjoy our beautiful city.
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Stop building so much development which makes TRAFFIC a nightmare!!

Circulation. Traffic is terrible! I live in the Gandara Park neighborhood and my kid's school is
near Reed Park. During peak hours it sometimes takes me 15 minutes to be able to turn onto
Stewart. Recently Stewart was changed to a one lane street in each direction.
Unbelieveable!!!!! You have now compounded our traffic problem. I work across town and have
3 kids to pick up from various locations in Santa Monica, public transportation is not an option
for me. The interest of ciruclation and mobility seems to be centered or geared more towards
the tourist and worker that dos not reside in Santa Monica. Very little care and attention to
those of us that actually live in Santa Monica. Very disappointed. This is not the Santa Monica
that I loved 20 years ago.
TRAFFIC !!!!
Reduce Traffic Congestion
improving traffic flow across town
Traffic flow
"Get rid of scooters. If you do not, they need to be docked in designated space, not left all over
and laws need to be enforced. Can't tell you how many times I've been almost run over on the
side or tripped over a scooter.
improve traffic flow. We've lived here since 1987 and don't do any business in SM anymore
because the city have made it impossible to get around. We take our business elsewhere which
is a shame for business owners.
Crack down on crime. We have been robbed from our back yard. and see bikes taken from our
neighborhood often. Cars and houses are being broken into often. This has not happened to us
to this degree before this year."
Improving and expanding public transportation... NOT privatized gig-economy (Lyft, Uber,
Bird,etc)
you need to include the choking traffic we deal with every day and overdevelopment, or at least
what section it belongs. is that environmental health?"
parking, parking,parking
Congested traffic....1st priority"
"traffic is horrible. fix it.
to dense, moratorium on building"
Parking
"I would like to see Santa Monica return to making residents a priority instead of tourism. Santa
Monica has lost its soul and is now all flash and glitz to entice tourists while neglecting the
values of those who live here.
Reduce traffic (cars, bikes, scooters, buses)
Demolish the high-rises which were never allowed in the past and which will eventually lead to
blocking the sky altogether, just like NYC. Just awful! We originally moved to Santa Monica
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What you have done to help with traffic (moving all of Hollywood west), as well as your traffic
""improvements, have made living here FAR worse.
We love the work you do - we just don't always love the way you do it - residents first, please:
tax base (developers) second. thx"
Decrease the construction of higher and larger buildings throughout the city that increases the
traffic congestion that is already jamming our main streets and that has encroached onto every
neighborhood streets including the alleys throughout the day and night. Putting an end to the
city's practices that aids and abets criminal behavior of the homeless drug addicted population.
Improve traffic flow by synchronizing traffic lights and/or one way streets.
Traffic
"Education, Clean City, Improve bike/walking mobility (i.e., give preferece to peds not cars: add
stop signs, add crosswalks!) If you do not add stop signs and crosswalks - peds can't cross or
move!
TRAFFIC IS UMBER ONE
"Get rid of those electric scooters! They are a blight on our once beautiful city. I see them
scattered all around the streets, sidewalks, alleys, store fronts, etc. and the people riding them
are not responsible enough to use them properly. I've also seen them blocking sidewalks when
they're parked and I'm surprised someone in a wheelchair hasn't filed an ADA claim against the
city and/or the companies that own them. I have had riders coming at my car while riding them
the wrong way against traffic; have seen two people at a time riding and even adults with
children riding two at a time and mostly without helmets. I know the city is trying to be
progressive and probably gets kickbacks or campaign donations but this has gotten too out of
control.
"REDUCE TRAFFIC
"less traffic
I do not see any choice that suggests reducing the stifling traffic that is due to tremendous
overdevelopment.
"Reduce traffic. I canâ€™t drive anywhere from 3-7pm on weekdays without significant delay. I
usually avoid going anywhere during those hours because the traffic is so bad.
Leave Beach parking lots open 24/7, collect money from cars 24/7, prohibit parking in front of
residences overnight (10pm-8am) near Crescent Bay Park unless permit acquired"
Slow the hyperdevelopment, make parking easier and cheaper, add traffic lanes, eliminate or
severely reduce presence of e-schooters, enforce traffic laws governing operation of scooters,
enforce traffic laws governing stop signs and speeding in neighborhoods, drop the appeal of
district election decision, severely reduce governmental regulation of business, which in its
present form just led us to sell an apartment our family had owned for nearly 60 years.
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because it was a safe and friendly, low-key city. Thanks to our city council, it is just the reverse
now. No one is safe and it is crowded and noisy, filled with people who have no long-term,
vested interest in the city."

You do not include traffic, obviously the city's biggest problem at the moment. We are trapped in
the city from about 2:30 p.m. until after 7 p.m. by "rush hour" traffic. But your omitting this from
your list of potential priorities indicates you have no sense of the frustration city policies have
inflicted upon residents. Wake Up!
Not allow scooters and bikes to block the sidewalks creating a safety hazard for pedestrians."
Don't allow bicycles on streets that are just too small/narrow, It's dangerous for
everyone.Enforce the traffic laws for everyone!
"Redo idiotic road roundabouts that propel cars into crosswalks! Such poor planning
Reduce traffic through logical automotive planning, not wishful thinking that people will drive
less.
Circulation. Traffic is terrible! I live in the Gandara Park neighborhood and my kid's school is
near Reed Park. During peak hours it sometimes takes me 15 minutes to be able to turn onto
Stewart. Recently Stewart was changed to a one lane street in each direction.
Unbelieveable!!!!! You have now compounded our traffic problem. I work across town and have
3 kids to pick up from various locations in Santa Monica, public transportation is not an option
for me. The interest of ciruclation and mobility seems to be centered or geared more towards
the tourist and worker that dos not reside in Santa Monica. Very little care and attention to
those of us that actually live in Santa Monica. Very disappointed. This is not the Santa Monica
that I loved 20 years ago.
TRAFFIC !!!!
"#1 priority is getting rid of terrible traffic congestion.
#2 priority is enforcing laws on Bird scooters (rarely enforced now).
Not allow scooters and bikes to block the sidewalks creating a safety hazard for pedestrians."
Don't allow bicycles on streets that are just too small/narrow, It's dangerous for
everyone.Enforce the traffic laws for everyone!
Reduce Traffic Congestion
improving traffic flow across town
Traffic flow
Not much you can do about traffic and being a popular destination.
Bus for family outing is not a practical option. How about a family bus pass
improve traffic flow. We've lived here since 1987 and don't do any business in SM anymore
because the city have made it impossible to get around. We take our business elsewhere which
is a shame for business owners.
Downtown Circulator or cheaper alternatives to move about the City. I could only imagine all the
innovative solutions we can turn our parking lots into.
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make streets more car friendly
have more concern for the residents instead of the tourists. Too much traffic, bikes and scooters
not following laws and running into people
2. reduce traffic and enforce traffic laws 3. stop overdevelopment
you need to include the choking traffic we deal with every day and overdevelopment, or at least
what section it belongs. is that environmental health?
Traffic has become a virtual nightmare in some areas.
TRAFFIC IS HORRIBLE. BY ALLOWING MORE BUILDING DOWNTOWN AND AT THE
BORDER OF WEST LA, IT ONLY GETS WORSE. PLEASE FIX IT.
parking, parking,parking
Congested traffic....1st priority
Reduce pass-through commuter traffic during AM and PM peek times. Residents are
LANDLoCKED. "
Reduce traffic (cars, bikes, scooters, buses)
Demolish the high-rises which were never allowed in the past and which will eventually lead to
blocking the sky altogether, just like NYC. Just awful! We originally moved to Santa Monica
because it was a safe and friendly, low-key city. Thanks to our city council, it is just the reverse
now. No one is safe and it is crowded and noisy, filled with people who have no long-term,
vested interest in the city."
Reducing trafeeic, how on earth can this not be a strategic priority?
Slow the speed of traffic through residential areas and major streets.
Decrease the construction of higher and larger buildings throughout the city that increases the
traffic congestion that is already jamming our main streets and that has encroached onto every
neighborhood streets including the alleys throughout the day and night. Putting an end to the
city's practices that aids and abets criminal behavior of the homeless drug addicted population.

Improve local traffic flow"
Improve traffic flow by synchronizing traffic lights and/or one way streets.
"Decrease traffic
Ban pesticides and other hazardous chemicals"
"Reducing traffic
Eliminating violent crime"
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Improving and expanding public transportation... NOT privatized gig-economy (Lyft, Uber,
Bird,etc)

8.A.b

Making it easier for all modes of transportation to move around the city.

Put in place traffic control messures in and around 11th street and Marine street. We need to
reduce speeding by installing speed bumps on Mrine street between Lincoln Blvd. and 16th
street. Also need additional stop sign on 11th street hill between Marine street and Ocean Park
Blvd. Also need to close off Ozone from through traffic off of Lincoln Blvd. We also desperately
need police to enforce traffic laws concerning commercial truck traffic in this neighborhood.
Something they refuse to do and delibertly ignore !!
"No more Development
Better serve Residents
Better traffic control "
Traffic
Please consider bringing back a City-Operated, RELIABLE and FREE "Hop on, hop off" electric
bus (like the old Tide Shuttle)
Gridlock and high density building are major concerns but not on the list, WHY????
"Education, Clean City, Improve bike/walking mobility (i.e., give preferece to peds not cars: add
stop signs, add crosswalks!) If you do not add stop signs and crosswalks - peds can't cross or
move!
Let homeowners develop their property as suits thier puposes. Reasonalbe limits are ok, but
the current cap of 20% top floor is absurd. With elderly people moving into their kids homes and
children staying longer, we need more space including privacy. The anti-development nimbys
have a loud voice but do not represent the majority."
Traffic, overdevelopment and the inability to get where you need to go in a timely manner are a
#1 concern...just in case "Safe Driving, Walking,Biking and Transit" don't cover this concern.
TRAFFIC IS NUMBER ONE
"Better Development that will make Santa Monica stand out.
Livability through biking, walking. Lets mimic European cities.
Park Space. Need freeway cap."
"TRAFFIC, how can you have this survey and not list TRAFFIC????
Our blocks from Pico to Ocean Park on 21st Street have been asking for traffic mitigation
measures for more than 15 years."
"less traffic
less big commercial buildings
get rid of self serving counsel people"
"Protect rent control tennants
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reduce traffic congestion, limit new construction and approval of giant developments

8.A.b

"Stop runaway development that's threatening to turn Santa Monica into Miami Beach West
Enforce noise laws that's making living on Ocean Ave near Crescent Bay Park unbearable
Leave Beach parking lots open 24/7, collect money from cars 24/7, prohibit parking in front of
residences overnight (10pm-8am) near Crescent Bay Park unless permit acquired"
"limit development
stop challenging the district voting lawsuit
reduce traffic congestion"
making a much better traffic flow to prevent gridlock.
"1. Traffic
2. Traffic
3. Traffic"
Slow the hyperdevelopment, make parking easier and cheaper, add traffic lanes, eliminate or
severely reduce presence of e-schooters, enforce traffic laws governing operation of scooters,
enforce traffic laws governing stop signs and speeding in neighborhoods, drop the appeal of

"People living in the garage next to my condo. They keep me up all night.
Worried about the homeless
Parking structure- prices too high!!"
"Parking. It's a nightmare in santa monica. Either no permit enforcement or not enough on our
streets.
Public program spending is out of control."
"#1 priority is getting rid of terrible traffic congestion.
#2 priority is enforcing laws on Bird scooters (rarely enforced now).
#3 keeping neighborhoods safe . #4 reduce homelessness . #5 environmental health"
You do not include traffic, obviously the city's biggest problem at the moment. We are trapped in
the city from about 2:30 p.m. until after 7 p.m. by "rush hour" traffic. But your omitting this from
your list of potential priorities indicates you have no sense of the frustration city policies have
inflicted upon residents. Wake Up!
Transit
"HOMELESS EPIDEMIC
CRIME
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I do not see any choice that suggests reducing the stifling traffic that is due to tremendous
overdevelopment.

8.A.b

Buses: Need to run more often and longer throughout the evenings. People must be able to
travel.
"Slow Growth
Traffic
Parking"
Transportation
"Stop the high density building,
Traffic gridlock.
How can you be so out of touch to not list the above two items as a priority choice?"
"Overdevelopment
Traffic congestion"
"TRAFFIC why don't you list the thing that is killing this city??
STOP THE OVER BUILDING"
BETTER LOCAL BUS SERVICE - TRANSPORTATION NEEDS
"Cleanliness
Walkability"
(#1) Traffic congestion. (#2) Developer oversight and transparency
Public Transportation (NOT gig economy)
Parking and traffic control
"Reduce Traffic
More parks, open space, and trees"
increased public transportation opportunities
More bike lanes (Pico Blvd and Wilshire Blvd)
I don't see Mobility or public transportation
"Keeping the airport
Walkability of the city"
Public Transportation
Address the traffic before you pack in more people. It is not a pleasant place to live.
"Public transportation
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TRAFFIC"

8.A.b

"Senior citizen housing and other needs is first priority, and putting the needs of long time SM
seniors before non residents and others because they have no where else to go to call home
and their families and doctors are here
Traffic Congestion, especially near Pier-maybe open it to residents, taxis, Uberâ€™s...only.
Reduce population density/no new hotels and no apartments that donâ€™t serve long time
residents and arenâ€™t affordable"
"opprotunities for Seniors.
traffic in downtown Santa Monica
crime"
"Address traffic and parking issues (give preference to residents)
Enforce motor vehicle laws (e-scooters)
Address the crime caused by the homeless population"
"traffic
over development / over-size projects .. 1200 block of 7th, 2300 Wilshire etc etc etc
poor scheduling of events and or city projects relative to the Wednesday Farmers Market
making parking and getting to the market more difficult."
It's not just the safety of traffic -- it's the volume of it. The City Council has let our streets
become congested beyond all reason.
"Over building
Congestion
Transients"

"Transit and Traffic Reduction
Protecting the character of SaMo by stopping development "
Parking ---- It is 100% about parking. SaMo makes it near impossible to run a business in the
area I'm in, severely limited parking.
#1 Efficient commute (which is now beyond horrible) - both transit and roads

WRITTEN RESPONSES- OVERDEVELOPMENT
Slowing Growth and addressing overcrowding
"Slow Growth Traffic Parking"
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Public spaces"

8.A.b

"Overdevelopment Traffic congestion"
less big commercial buildings
"TRAFFIC why don't you list the thing that is killing this city?? STOP THE OVER BUILDING"
STOP THE OVERDEVELOPMENT OF THE CITY AND STOP GEARING EVERYTHING
TOWARDS TOURISTS RATHER THAN YEAR-ROUND RESIDENTS.
Reduce development. There is way too much new development
to manage growth and not let developers over-develop
"traffic over development / over-size projects .. 1200 block of 7th, 2300 Wilshire etc etc etc poor
scheduling of events and or city projects relative to the Wednesday Farmers Market making
parking and getting to the market more difficult."
"Over building Congestion Transients"
"Less building

"Building moratorium! Donâ€™t cater to the mentally ill on the streets. They need to be
institutionalized. Lower property taxes"
"Stop overdevelopment. The city is over built, too dense and public engagement is at an all time
low. Listen to community groups and residents. Stop wasteful city government spending. We
pay too much for city staff, and we are overstaffed."
"Transit and Traffic Reduction Protecting the character of SaMo by stopping development "
"Stop the development. There has been too much, too fast. The choices provided are very
ambiguous to a point where you may actually voting for something that does the opposite of
what one thinks it means. "
Limit growth with no tall buildings
"Reduce growth, stop building businesses and high rises in Santa Monica. Slow down
development "
Parks and public spaces - clean and safe
We have gone to far with homeless, rent control and other handouts. Property owners and long
term residence no longer have a voice here and we are all moving. This town has become
unsafe and dirty.,..our priorities as a city need to be question ed and fixed.
"Education, Clean City, Improve bike/walking mobility (i.e., give preferece to peds not cars: add
stop signs, add crosswalks!) If you do not add stop signs and crosswalks - peds can't cross or
move!
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"Stop the high density building, Traffic gridlock. How can you be so out of touch to not list the
above two items as a priority choice?"

Let homeowners develop their property as suits thier puposes. Reasonalbe limits are ok, but
the current cap of 20% top floor is absurd. With elderly people moving into their kids homes and
children staying longer, we need more space including privacy. The anti-development nimbys
have a loud voice but do not represent the majority."
Cleanliness- clean up the parks and sidewalks- especially along the Pico corridor and Lincoln
"Enforce existing laws; take action to reduce defecation and urination in public spaces.
Ensure the cleanliness and safety of public parks; there has been a complete takeover of public
parts by one segment of the homeless population, rendering them unusable by others."
"Dealing with the existing and growing homeless population - too many homeless are gathering
in public spaces making it uncomfortable for us longterm residents.
cracking down on property owners who leave their buildings abandoned and derelict. This
increases rodent population and squatters/trespassers. It also lowers property values."
"Cleanliness (Saw a homeless woman naked at the pier with my 2 year twins on Saturday
morning)
Filth (Human Feces at Reed Park)
Constant Crime and Violence. I lived on 2nd and OP and had to move because of a Homeless
stabbing and a Mentally disabled scaled my 4 story condo and jumped off my roof. "
Commercial landlords to pay penalties if storefronts vacant over 6 months. Blight.
Keep the city cleaner. To be a vacation destination, It is embarrassing how dirty it is.
Housing
Limit developement
Fewer planes using SMO and speedier preparation for new parkland
Better Fiber Internet options
Reduce development would be my number three
5: improved car parking infrastructure for residents outside of DTSM...i suggest a parking
garage for Montana shopping
Curtail overdeveloment, reduce density.
"Development and large infrastructure improvements
Dense housing"
Downtown Circulator or cheaper alternatives to move about the City. I could only imagine all the
innovative solutions we can turn our parking lots into.
These roof gardens that all new buildings are allowed to have, so you loose all your privacy with
neighbours looking into your backyard are an abomination.
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8.A.b

8.A.b

Shut down the airport and raise money for our Great Park.
maintain active airport
City Counsel stop putting developers first. Learn to say "no" if it is detrimental to the residents
cut back on height and density of property development
Technology infrastructure (fiber networks, public/community wi-fi, cellular networks, etc.) should
be on the list
2. reduce traffic and enforce traffic laws 3. stop overdevelopment
5. increase parks and green spaces (great park instead of airport)
you need to include closing the airport as an item, or at least indication under what section it
belongs
you need to include the choking traffic we deal with every day and overdevelopment, or at least
what section it belongs. is that environmental health?
Reduce building. The city is overcrowded with more multi-unit buildings going up weekly without
enough parking.
LIMIT BUILDING. THE STREETS CANNOT SUPPORT IT. THE GRIDLOCK IS HORRIFIC.
THIS COULD EASILY BE A SECOND 'PARADISE' IN A FIRE.
permitting too restrictive - allow more building
to dense, moratorium on building
more park equipment for young children (age 2-5) in addition to existing equipment
Parks, Playing Fields
Get the criminals and bike chop shops out of the parks. Clean up the parks. The residents can
not enjoy their parks anymore!
Less development!
"Moratorium on building
Stop development "
Decrease the construction of higher and larger buildings throughout the city that increases the
traffic congestion that is already jamming our main streets and that has encroached onto every
neighborhood streets including the alleys throughout the day and night. Putting an end to the
city's practices that aids and abets criminal behavior of the homeless drug addicted population.
"More responsive city council to concerns of residents
Too much development, traffic and congestion
City College overdevelopment"
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More parks -- including the Great Park to replace the airport. Start planning NOW so we can
break ground in 2029!

8.A.b

"Protect rent control tennants

Improve local traffic flow"
Expand resident peace of mind with expanded open space, transparency & data privacy
"A City Council that is responsive to residents' interests.
Protection of our precious resources such as water by limiting development.
District elections."
"Financial responsibility by city government
Reduction of sales taxes
Less congestion from over development "
"Fair governance - end of at large elections, stop using our money to fight it
governance- not paying the highest salaries in the state with retirement obligations to come
governance- keeping the building plan in tack- not changing codes to accommodate huge
buildings, or using post office for commercial means"
reduce traffic congestion, limit new construction and approval of giant developments
"ZERO NEW DEVELOPMENT
LIMITS ON BUILDING SIZES
PRIORITY PARKING AND MUSIC CONCERT ATTENDANCE FOR RESIDENTS"
"No more Development
Better serve Residents
Better traffic control "
"Education, Clean City, Improve bike/walking mobility (i.e., give preferece to peds not cars: add
stop signs, add crosswalks!) If you do not add stop signs and crosswalks - peds can't cross or
move!
Let homeowners develop their property as suits thier puposes. Reasonalbe limits are ok, but
the current cap of 20% top floor is absurd. With elderly people moving into their kids homes and
children staying longer, we need more space including privacy. The anti-development nimbys
have a loud voice but do not represent the majority."
Slow growth!
Restrict development in favor of the people who actually live here now, not in favor of revenue
generating for the city.
Building moratorium!
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Reduce development

8.A.b

This was once a 'quiet seaside city' as it used to be called, but now it's too expensive to live
here, the streets are clogged with traffic, the homeless are everywhere and the overall quality of
life has diminished greatly. The city has catered so much to the tourist business that we long
time residents and our interests and needs have been ignored."
Decrease the construction of higher and larger buildings throughout the city that increases the
traffic congestion that is already jamming our main streets and that has encroached onto every
neighborhood streets including the alleys throughout the day and night. Putting an end to the
city's practices that aids and abets criminal behavior of the homeless drug addicted population.
Freeze development, prevent building projects beyond existing codes."
"Stop runaway development that's threatening to turn Santa Monica into Miami Beach West
"Stopping development. Especially hotels and office buildings.
Preserve Main Street as historical landmark, stop any development."
"circulation
overdevelopment "
"Over-development
Residents are not the Council's first priority
political systems and practices skewed against residents"
Stop all the development! Kick out the pro dev staff! You have destroyed our beautiful beach
city!
preventing overdevelopment
"Better Development that will make Santa Monica stand out.
Livability through biking, walking. Lets mimic European cities.
Park Space. Need freeway cap."
Cleanliness- clean up the parks and sidewalks- especially along the Pico corridor and Lincoln
Stop the over building of Santa Monica. Though it seems too late already.
"less traffic
less big commercial buildings
get rid of self serving counsel people"
"Stop runaway development that's threatening to turn Santa Monica into Miami Beach West
Enforce noise laws that's making living on Ocean Ave near Crescent Bay Park unbearable
Leave Beach parking lots open 24/7, collect money from cars 24/7, prohibit parking in front of
residences overnight (10pm-8am) near Crescent Bay Park unless permit acquired"
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"Over building

8.A.b

"limit development

reduce traffic congestion"
Slow the hyperdevelopment, make parking easier and cheaper, add traffic lanes, eliminate or
severely reduce presence of e-schooters, enforce traffic laws governing operation of scooters,
enforce traffic laws governing stop signs and speeding in neighborhoods, drop the appeal of
district election decision, severely reduce governmental regulation of business, which in its
present form just led us to sell an apartment our family had owned for nearly 60 years.
Overdevelopment
CEASE this constant building of new hotels, condos,, apt. complexes - we are fast becoming
another out of balance NYC. Ridiculous traffic gridlock, noise pollution, deteriorization of our
quality of life. Too many people crammed into a small area, reducing the enjoyment for
everyone.
"More responsive and effective law enforcement that doesnâ€™t look the other way when
crimes are committed.
Restrict development in favor of the people who actually live here now, not in favor of revenue
generating for the city.
Clear the city parks and beaches of criminals. "
"Save Santa Monica Airport; retain the physical integrity of its entire runway to serve in
emergencies.
Reduce traffic through logical automotive planning, not wishful thinking that people will drive
less.
Freeze development, prevent building projects beyond existing codes."
"Safety in parks
Sanitation in parks and public places"
"Enforce existing laws; take action to reduce defecation and urination in public spaces.
Ensure the cleanliness and safety of public parks; there has been a complete takeover of public
parts by one segment of the homeless population, rendering them unusable by others."
Priorities for many of us: huge crime increase, traffic gridlock everywhere, too much massive
developments that residents DO NOT want!!!! Listen to the residents and stop with your utopian
ideology!!!
"Cleanliness (Saw a homeless woman naked at the pier with my 2 year twins on Saturday
morning)
Filth (Human Feces at Reed Park)
Constant Crime and Violence. I lived on 2nd and OP and had to move because of a Homeless
stabbing and a Mentally disabled scaled my 4 story condo and jumped off my roof. "
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stop challenging the district voting lawsuit

8.A.b

Slowing Growth and addressing overcrowding
"Slow Growth
Traffic
Parking"
"Stop the high density building,
Traffic gridlock.
How can you be so out of touch to not list the above two items as a priority choice?"
"Overdevelopment
Traffic congestion"
"TRAFFIC why don't you list the thing that is killing this city??
STOP THE OVER BUILDING"
"Reduce Traffic
More parks, open space, and trees"
Sanitation pick,ups
Improve parks for kids to play (homeless people at Reed park especially hanging out on the
playground, masturbating, shaving...etc this is totally unacceptable )
More EV infrastructure
"Over building
Congestion
Transients"
"Building moratorium!
Donâ€™t cater to the mentally ill on the streets. They need to be institutionalized.
Lower property taxes"
The top priority of the city and its government should be to serve its residents. Period. Does
the city government accurately reflect what its residents -- not outsiders and developers -- want?
While all of the above choices sound "nice" and "righteous" on the surface, they completely
miss the point. These categories seem to be just platitudes developed by some outside
consulting service to make the city feel good about its self. What about Over-Development?
What about Traffic? What about city council members who often seem more interested in
espousing either personal or developer predetermined agendas, with very little interest in what
actual residents may want? What about fiscal responsibility, over-staffing and sky-high payrolls,
over-spending, and the huge pension liabilities lurking around the corner? What about the city's
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You can STOP BUILDING APARTMENTS & CONDOS!!!! There is no adequate infrastructure
for all the additional people!!! Get out of the pockets of out of state developers!

decision to spend millions of dollars fighting a court case over more representative councildistrict elections, and then continuing to fight it after losing? Unfortunately this "nice" but
frivolous survey simply mirrors the basic problem with Santa Monica's current government. The
bigger issues that lie beneath the surface of this survey are what really count and should be
addressed with residents.
"Get rid of those electric scooters! They are a blight on our once beautiful city. I see them
scattered all around the streets, sidewalks, alleys, store fronts, etc. and the people riding them
are not responsible enough to use them properly. I've also seen them blocking sidewalks when
they're parked and I'm surprised someone in a wheelchair hasn't filed an ADA claim against the
city and/or the companies that own them. I have had riders coming at my car while riding them
the wrong way against traffic; have seen two people at a time riding and even adults with
children riding two at a time and mostly without helmets. I know the city is trying to be
progressive and probably gets kickbacks or campaign donations but this has gotten too out of
control.
As far as our ever growing homeless problem, I think the city should do away with the Vacancy
Decontrol Act so that housing is more affordable. The city council really sold out to special
interests on that one and now you're paying the price with the increase in homeless problems.
This was once a 'quiet seaside city' as it used to be called, but now it's too expensive to live
here, the streets are clogged with traffic, the homeless are everywhere and the overall quality of
life has diminished greatly. The city has catered so much to the tourist business that we long
time residents and our interests and needs have been ignored."
"Transit and Traffic Reduction
Protecting the character of SaMo by stopping development "
"Homelessness
Filth - businesses should be responsible for helping keep Sm clean
Accountability - the city treats the mental health and homelessness like they donâ€™t care"

WRITTEN RESPONSES- KEEPING NEIGHBORHOODS
SAFE
"Keeping neighborhoods safe

Reduce crime
SAFE parks, SAFE library
More police prescence. More accountability from the police. Better response times. Safety of
residents should be your #1 concern
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8.A.b

Too much passing the buck in the police dept. and leaving some people in the cold. Addressing
only a portion of something that is important to the citizen and unless it's an emergency...they
are not very interested. That makes the citizen's heart broken...as this is who we have always
turned to.
need more police on the road to monitor traffic, safe driving, and crimes.
"More police officers patrolling our city
Reducing crime
Curtail giant buildings"
"Enforcement of scooters on the sidewalk
Enforcement of no smoking laws
Crime"
"Overall safety. Iâ€™m scared to walk around because Iâ€™ve been targeted by transients and
hurt. Police donâ€™t really seem to do much when I call.
When I went to police station to report my car vandalized, the cop at the desk was rude, mean,
sarcastic, and HORRIBLE to me. Same cop/2visits. I went home and cried.
More patrols. My bike was stolen out of gated, locked apartment garage. A car and other items
were stolen from same garage. "
security, it's not safe to live here
"Arrest and prosecute criminals such that they are not released and do not live on our streets.
Abate gang members living in public and private housing.
"Keep our PD safe No to sanctuary cities share info with ICE
City Pot smoking nuisance laws. The smell is awful.
"Keeping neighborhoods safe
The city is simply unsafe as a result"
Homelessness, public safety & cleanliness are of utmost concern to us. This neighborhood has
encountered a dramatic shift (negative) in the last 20 years.
Do something about homeless vagrants terrorizing residents in one form or another!
"Hire more police officers
Upgrade the Santa Monica Animal Shelter
Close Main Street and Ocean Avenue to cars once a month"
Allow police to enforce vagrancy violations.
"I view keeping neighborhoods safe and safe walking, biking etc as one in the same. I'm not
sure how you would focus on one and not the other. They're concurrent issues
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8.A.b

Do not waste tax dollars on issues or services (i.e. global warming that should be left to state
and federal government. Remember that Santa Monica needs to be A LIVEABLE CITY or the
TAX PAYING residents will leave. Stop over developing the City and do something about the
crime that is affecting the City. How do you clean up the top few parks to allow for children and
families? (vs. the derilicts, which are different than the truly homeless?
Your reduce homelessness headline does not address my concern. I want SM to have zero
tolerance for homeless crime and public safety issues. I am tired of being verbally and
physically endangered by homeless. I want safe libraries, park and streets.
"Reduce Crime
Prevent loitering "
1) More police for more and better law enforcement
TOO MUCH HOMELESS CRIME AND GET THEM OUT OF OUR PARKS. THE PARKS ARE
BECOMING UNUSABLE BY CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
More police presence.
CRIME
reduce crime
"Low level crimes are destroying our city
I know long Can just take a walk with my daughter "
Eliminating Santa Monica as a known safe haven for the lifestyle homeless, drug users and
petty criminals. We have more transients than any other local city. Petty crime is on the rise
and the community is feeling less safe. Empower the police to effectively deal with the small
crimes that encourage other crimes. Eliminate the dollar amount needed to convict common
criminals that rob local businesses and harass residients.
"It is less preventing homelessness and draining with the situation the policies here have
created, there are unstable, unsafe people on the streets, walking here no longer feels safe.
The city needs to deal with the crime, we pay too much for in taxes for what is going on in santa
monica."
stop crime
"Get rid of scooters. If you do not, they need to be docked in designated space, not left all over
and laws need to be enforced. Can't tell you how many times I've been almost run over on the
side or tripped over a scooter.
improve traffic flow. We've lived here since 1987 and don't do any business in SM anymore
because the city have made it impossible to get around. We take our business elsewhere which
is a shame for business owners.
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Sadly safe neighborhoods has come to means reducing homelessness has "

8.A.b

"you need better description of each item. eg what is built enviromonement, what are some
examples of ""infrastructure"" that needs to be addressed. otherwise my list is just a guess and
my not reflect a 'true' priority. my priorites are: 1. reducing crime and having police respond to
/enforce laws 2. reduce traffic and enforce traffic laws 3. stop overdevelopment 4. reduce noise
and air pollution (close smoking) 5. increase parks and green spaces (great park instead of
airport)
you need to include closing the airport as an item, or at least indication under what section it
belongs
you need to include the choking traffic we deal with every day and overdevelopment, or at least
what section it belongs. is that environmental health?"
police responsiveness
"Keep our PD safe No to sanctuary cities share info with ICE
City Pot smoking nuisance laws. The smell is awful.
Homeless Program: ID, work for food and shelter, clinics or canâ€™t stay in SM. "
Reducing crime
"Arrest and prosecute criminals such that they are not released and do not live on our streets.
Abate gang members living in public and private housing.
Stop homeless services that do nothing but invite more to come here."
Get the criminals and bike chop shops out of the parks. Clean up the parks. The residents can
not enjoy their parks anymore!
"my daughters and I are all property owners and residents of Santa Monica - they can no longer
leave their condos without fear of assault, breakins and thefts are up, this is no longer a safe
and livable city. After living here since the 1950s, I would hate to be forced out by crime and
incompet
normally, I place the environment at the top of my list of important things, but lately, our
kindness to those in need has backfired. We need to find a way to manage our homess
population to protect our residents and visitors. it is not a crime to be poor, or homeless, but it is
a crime to rob, assault, steal, and be drunken or threatening in public. we have to get our city
back under control"
Decrease the construction of higher and larger buildings throughout the city that increases the
traffic congestion that is already jamming our main streets and that has encroached onto every
neighborhood streets including the alleys throughout the day and night. Putting an end to the
city's practices that aids and abets criminal behavior of the homeless drug addicted population.
Crime and Safety is of significant concern.
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Crack down on crime. We have been robbed from our back yard. and see bikes taken from our
neighborhood often. Cars and houses are being broken into often. This has not happened to us
to this degree before this year."

8.A.b

"Reducing crime and arresting perpetrators of all crimes (including loitering and vagrancy) particularly vagrant and homeless crime
Cleaning up our parks so they are useable by taxpaying residents - currently homeless sleeping
everywhere, prostitution, and drug use/dealing"
"Safety from homeless bums and street criminals allowed to roam our city - learn from Century
City, Manhattan Beach, etc.
Proactive police force that actually deters crime not facilitate it
Get homeless out of Santa Monica - I now patronize Century City as there are no bums to
harass me there"
Less crime
"Reduce traffic. I canâ€™t drive anywhere from 3-7pm on weekdays without significant delay. I
usually avoid going anywhere during those hours because the traffic is so bad.
Reduce property crimes. Thefts from vehicles have been a persistent problem in my
neighborhood and across the city for many years. "
Crime is by far the biggest issue
"More responsive and effective law enforcement that doesnâ€™t look the other way when
crimes are committed.
Restrict development in favor of the people who actually live here now, not in favor of revenue
generating for the city.
Clear the city parks and beaches of criminals. "
"Arrest transients who are breaking the law and put them in jail no matter the length of sentence
Stop catering to, and encouraging, transients from all over the state, county, and country from
coming to Santa Monica by providing less programs and services
Work with the state and county to reopen mental institutions to place the chronically mentally ill
in a safe and healthy facility "
"Enforce existing laws; take action to reduce defecation and urination in public spaces.
Ensure the cleanliness and safety of public parks; there has been a complete takeover of public
parts by one segment of the homeless population, rendering them unusable by others."
"Reduce crime by enforcing the laws and throwing lawbreakers in jail. No more tolerance of
criminal behavior by homeless criminals and deviants.
Enforce laws against vagrancy, public drinking and drug abuse!
Make the parks safe by clearing out the drunks and drug addicts and thieves"
"Crime- there is so much theft and assault among other crimes
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Crime is rampant. Hire more police. Get rid of homeless.

8.A.b

Government FINANCIAL transparency- let us know where money is going and give us a chance
to vote on priorities and where to spend it."
"""Keeping neighborhoods safe"" is a euphemism for crime, which is clearly a top priority for
many of us.
Please investigate again the connection, if any, between increased crime and the metro train.
Too many drivers run stop signs & drive carelessly. Too many pedestrians pay attention only to
their cell phones when they cross the street. These actions are dangerous but rarely ticketed by
police as far as I can tell."
"Cleanliness (Saw a homeless woman naked at the pier with my 2 year twins on Saturday
morning)
Filth (Human Feces at Reed Park)
Constant Crime and Violence. I lived on 2nd and OP and had to move because of a Homeless
stabbing and a Mentally disabled scaled my 4 story condo and jumped off my roof. "
Eliminating Santa Monica as a known safe haven for the lifestyle homeless, drug users and
petty criminals. We have more transients than any other local city. Petty crime is on the rise
and the community is feeling less safe. Empower the police to effectively deal with the small
crimes that encourage other crimes. Eliminate the dollar amount needed to convict common
criminals that rob local businesses and harass residients.
"It is less preventing homelessness and draining with the situation the policies here have
created, there are unstable, unsafe people on the streets, walking here no longer feels safe.
The city needs to deal with the crime, we pay too much for in taxes for what is going on in santa
monica."
stop crime
We have to guard our home from petty-theft and cleanup for drunks who throw their glass
bottles on our property, weekly
Crack down on crime. We have been robbed from our back yard. and see bikes taken from our
neighborhood often. Cars and houses are being broken into often. This has not happened to us
to this degree before this year.
Lack of homeless control, drugs are only misdemeanor , and no recourse beyond 72 hr hold for
mentally ill needs to change. We need to empower cops
1. reducing crime and having police respond to /enforce laws
police responsiveness
I strongly believe we need to find ways to better enforce our laws to reduce crime. If that
requires the city to lobby for rollback of props 47 and 57 at the state level, I think money and
time should be spent on this effort.
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Homeless-inforce laws like no loitering like other cities do. Do NOT make it so helcoming for
Homeless people.

8.A.b

Keep our PD safe No to sanctuary cities share info with ICE
Reducing crime
Abate gang members living in public and private housing.
Arrest and prosecute criminals such that they are not released and do not live on our streets.
Control panhandling, harassing and intimidating people making the streets unwalkable, causing
people to drive instead of walk and avoid public areas where they would otherwise be positively
engaged in the community.
Keeping the community alive....Santa Monica has lost its charm and is not for the people who
live here...it is no longer safe and over crowded with big developments being approved and the
safety, drugs etc that are not being addressed...and the blythe...
Get the criminals and bike chop shops out of the parks. Clean up the parks. The residents can
not enjoy their parks anymore!
Crime and Safety is of significant concern.
"traffic,traffic, traffic.- please reduce it. - it is hard to drive in SM after 3:00
please make bike and scooter people obeying traffic laws"
Crime is rampant. Hire more police. Get rid of homeless.
"DECREASE IN CRIME PERPETRATED BY HOMELESS
SMPD ENFORCING LAWS
KEEPING ACTUAL RESIENTS OF THE CITY SAFE BY ALL MEANS"
"Reducing crime and arresting perpetrators of all crimes (including loitering and vagrancy) particularly vagrant and homeless crime
Cleaning up our parks so they are useable by taxpaying residents - currently homeless sleeping
everywhere, prostitution, and drug use/dealing"
We have gone to far with homeless, rent control and other handouts. Property owners and long
term residence no longer have a voice here and we are all moving. This town has become
unsafe and dirty.,..our priorities as a city need to be question ed and fixed.
"Reducing traffic
Eliminating violent crime"
"Keeping neighborhoods clean
Improve lighting on dark side streets"
"Safety from homeless bums and street criminals allowed to roam our city - learn from Century
City, Manhattan Beach, etc.
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CREATE MORE WAYS FOR THE SMPD TO RESPOND MORE QUICKLY TO SMALLER
INCIDENTS. HOMELESS OR DOMESTIC INCIDENTS ARE NOT ADDRESSED

8.A.b

Get homeless out of Santa Monica - I now patronize Century City as there are no bums to
harass me there"
"Reduce crime
Make all the people who rent scooters and bicycles obey the laws & not run lights & stop signs
or ride on sidewalks or remove the rentals from the city"
"Reduce crime and criminal behavior at the street level.
Enable the police to become more aggressive and proactive towards criminals and those who
disturb the peace."
Less crime
YOUR FORM NOT WORKING 1. KEEP NEIGHBORHOODS SAFE, 2.REDUCE
HOMELESSNESS, 3. PHYSICAL HEALTH, 4. INTRASTRUCTURE, 5.
"Reduce traffic. I canâ€™t drive anywhere from 3-7pm on weekdays without significant delay. I
usually avoid going anywhere during those hours because the traffic is so bad.
Reduce property crimes. Thefts from vehicles have been a persistent problem in my
neighborhood and across the city for many years. "
Enforcing ordinances that are rarely enforced (e.g. bikes riding on sidewalks, people smoking at
bus stops, people using leaf blowers, and so on)
Make Santa Monica safe! Signifigant increase in police presence with a mission to reduce crime
and increase quality of life. Reduce sense of lawlessness.
"I would also include reducing and addressing homelessness but the City has not proven
capable of effectively tackling this issue.
Making parks like Tongva and Reed safe for residents to enjoy."
Crime is by far the biggest issue
"More responsive and effective law enforcement that doesnâ€™t look the other way when
crimes are committed.
Restrict development in favor of the people who actually live here now, not in favor of revenue
generating for the city.
Clear the city parks and beaches of criminals. "
rreduce crime in our neighborhoods, home invasions, theft from home, reduce homelessness
and homeless threats to our citizens
"Santa Monica has become a refuge for drug addicts and homelless.
Thatâ€™s the problem! "
"#2 reduce current number of homeless on sm strrets and apt carports, side walkssi
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Proactive police force that actually deters crime not facilitate it

8.A.b

#3 reduce city spending on frivolus projects like $2M Park bathrooms, civic center early child
center, excessive fees and taxes"
"addressing the homeless and eliminating the homeless criminals
safer city
crime"
Greater attention to crime.
"Safety in parks
Sanitation in parks and public places"
"Arrest transients who are breaking the law and put them in jail no matter the length of sentence
Stop catering to, and encouraging, transients from all over the state, county, and country from
coming to Santa Monica by providing less programs and services
Work with the state and county to reopen mental institutions to place the chronically mentally ill
in a safe and healthy facility "
The Only priority is dealing with the dramatic rise in crime and homeless. It has destroyed our
wonderful community and the politicians have allowed it to happen.
"Santa Monica has changed so much and it is not a safe place anymore. Make Santa Monica
Safe again
Do something about the homeless /mentally ill people, they are taking over the city and making
it an unsafe place for its residents
Crimes - NEED TO STOP "
"stop wasting money on homeless, it attracts more
help local low income families to prevent homelessness
too much crime"
"Enforce existing laws; take action to reduce defecation and urination in public spaces.
Ensure the cleanliness and safety of public parks; there has been a complete takeover of public
parts by one segment of the homeless population, rendering them unusable by others."
Get rid of crime in our streets and our neighborhoods!
Priorities for many of us: huge crime increase, traffic gridlock everywhere, too much massive
developments that residents DO NOT want!!!! Listen to the residents and stop with your utopian
ideology!!!
CRIME
TRAFFIC"
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#3 sm police need to enforce no tresspassing, anti social behavior of homeless

8.A.b

"Crime

Public meth use"
Safer parks
Public meth use"
Crime is rampant. Hire more police. Get rid of homeless.
Give tickets to people that don't have dogs on leashes if they are suppose to and scooters, etc.
They all go right passed the police"
Reducing crime
"Reduce crime by enforcing the laws and throwing lawbreakers in jail. No more tolerance of
criminal behavior by homeless criminals and deviants.
Enforce laws against vagrancy, public drinking and drug abuse!
Make the parks safe by clearing out the drunks and drug addicts and thieves"
"#3 Reduce crime
#5 Reduce crime. Nothing absolutely nothing else
Matters"
"my daughters and I are all property owners and residents of Santa Monica - they can no longer
leave their condos without fear of assault, breakins and thefts are up, this is no longer a safe
and livable city. After living here since the 1950s, I would hate to be forced out by crime and
incompet
The city needs to deal with the crime, we pay too much for in taxes for what is going on in santa
monica."
Require restaurants to transport recycling to official facilities to discourage picking.
cracking down on property owners who leave their buildings abandoned and derelict. This
increases rodent population and squatters/trespassers. It also lowers property values."
"Crime- there is so much theft and assault among other crimes
Homeless-inforce laws like no loitering like other cities do. Do NOT make it so helcoming for
Homeless people.
"""Keeping neighborhoods safe"" is a euphemism for crime, which is clearly a top priority for
many of us.
Please investigate again the connection, if any, between increased crime and the metro train.
Too many drivers run stop signs & drive carelessly. Too many pedestrians pay attention only to
their cell phones when they cross the street. These actions are dangerous but rarely ticketed by
police as far as I can tell."
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Homelessness

8.A.b

Filth (Human Feces at Reed Park)
Constant Crime and Violence. I lived on 2nd and OP and had to move because of a Homeless
stabbing and a Mentally disabled scaled my 4 story condo and jumped off my roof. "
Fighting with criminals
"Public safety
Our public parks are unusable -- remove the homeless
Excessive regulation is killing housing and small businesses"
"More police officers
More detectives
More and cheaper parking"
Get the drug addicted, crazy, methed out criminals out of my city
"Senior services
Control the homeless
Reduce crime"
"opprotunities for Seniors.
traffic in downtown Santa Monica
crime"
"Address traffic and parking issues (give preference to residents)
Enforce motor vehicle laws (e-scooters)
Address the crime caused by the homeless population"
"reduce crime such as assault, theft, burglary
police response in a timely manner
more police patrolling the neighborhood"
Domestic violence and rape
To hire more police officers, prefarably motorcycle cops
Reduce Crime
"Get rid of those electric scooters! They are a blight on our once beautiful city. I see them
scattered all around the streets, sidewalks, alleys, store fronts, etc. and the people riding them
are not responsible enough to use them properly. I've also seen them blocking sidewalks when
they're parked and I'm surprised someone in a wheelchair hasn't filed an ADA claim against the
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"Cleanliness (Saw a homeless woman naked at the pier with my 2 year twins on Saturday
morning)

city and/or the companies that own them. I have had riders coming at my car while riding them
the wrong way against traffic; have seen two people at a time riding and even adults with
children riding two at a time and mostly without helmets. I know the city is trying to be
progressive and probably gets kickbacks or campaign donations but this has gotten too out of
control.
As far as our ever growing homeless problem, I think the city should do away with the Vacancy
Decontrol Act so that housing is more affordable. The city council really sold out to special
interests on that one and now you're paying the price with the increase in homeless problems.
This was once a 'quiet seaside city' as it used to be called, but now it's too expensive to live
here, the streets are clogged with traffic, the homeless are everywhere and the overall quality of
life has diminished greatly. The city has catered so much to the tourist business that we long
time residents and our interests and needs have been ignored."
"Increase police
Bike safety -- "
Inforce the laws - keep scooters off the boardwalk and sidewalks"
Parking structure- prices too high!!"
Clear the city parks and beaches of criminals. "
safer city
crime"
Making parks like Tongva and Reed safe for residents to enjoy."
"More responsive and effective law enforcement that doesnâ€™t look the other way when
crimes are committed
"Arrest transients who are breaking the law and put them in jail no matter the length of sentence
"Santa Monica has changed so much and it is not a safe place anymore. Make Santa Monica
Safe again
too much crime"
"Crime
cracking down on property owners who leave their buildings abandoned and derelict. This
increases rodent population and squatters/trespassers. It also lowers property values."
"Crime
"Crime- there is so much theft and assault among other crimes
Reduce crime"
Reduce property crimes. Thefts from vehicles have been a persistent problem in my
neighborhood and across the city for many years. "
Enforce laws so residents can feel safe again "
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8.A.b

8.A.b

Crime. Reduce violent crime. I do not feel safe walking in Santa Monica.

The homeless situation is out of control and the aggressive behavior of the homeless is a
disgrace. The safety of the entire community is at risk due to this issue and needs to be
addressed today!
I have lived here since the 90's. The total degradation of this city is stunning in recent years.
Crime, drug abuse, massive homelessness, mentally ill people shouting in the streets, package
theft, break-ins--where are the city leaders?
CRIME

WRITTEN RESPONSES- SENIOR ISSUES
"Senior citizen housing and other needs is first priority, and putting the needs of long time SM
seniors before non residents and others because they have no where else to go to call home
and their families and doctors are here Traffic Congestion, especially near Pier-maybe open it to
residents, taxis, Uberâ€™s...only. Reduce population density/no new hotels and no apartments
that donâ€™t serve long time residents and arenâ€™t affordable"
Seniors activities and services
Senior Services
"Services for seniors Services for caregivers of seniors"
Service for Seniors
"senior services active senior inclusion"
Services for Seniors
"services for seniors services for caregivers of seniors"
Help for the elderly
Services for Caregivers of Seniors
"1. Services for Seniors 2. Services for Caregivers of Seniors and Others"
"Senior services Control the homeless Reduce crime"
Services for Seniors
services for seniors is a top priority for me
senior services
service for seniors
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Crime reduction

8.A.b

Senior services
"Senior citizen housing and other needs is first priority, and putting the needs of long time SM
seniors before non residents and others because they have no where else to go to call home
and their families and doctors are here Traffic Congestion, especially near Pier-maybe open it to
residents, taxis, Uberâ€™s...only. Reduce population density/no new hotels and no apartments
that donâ€™t serve long time residents and arenâ€™t affordable"
"Senior services educational, recreational, health issues Your other categories are too vague
and broad in scope"
"Programs and Services for Seniors Controlling development including adhering to existing
codes Infrastructure"
"Services for Seniors. Services for caretakers of Seniors"
Services for Seniors
Programs for seniors
"Services for Seniors Services for Caretakers of Seniors"
"opportunities for Seniors. traffic in downtown Santa Monica crime"
Services for seniors and caregivers
"1st Priority: Services for Seniors and their Caregivers 2nd Priority: Mental Health 3rd Priority:
Adult Learners (to include seniors)"

WRITTEN RESPONSES- MISCELLANEOUS
We need oversight of city to insure employee compensation is market adjusted. Overall staff
and departments need to be audited for efficiency and overlap. Focus should be on residents
and not tourist, homeless and political causes. Endless costly studies of the obvious discredit
the competence of local government. Example if the city was listening to residents it would
have built addition ball fields instead of child care center for most city employees. City
employees should take the bus to work and not have parking since the buses run mostly empty.
The Civic center is obsolete and even the urban land institute said if should be replace.
"Reduced Low Income Housing ...Allow more Market Housing ... and get rid of Rent Control
Board
Reduced Education Fees ... For a city of 90,000, our education fees, bonds, expenses are not
justified!
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"Senior citizen housing and other needs is first priority, and putting the needs of long time SM
seniors before non residents and others because they have no where else to go to call home
and their families and doctors are here

8.A.b

"Protect long time tenants..Pease! â€œEllis-ed out all the tenants, many longtime
residents!â€• Is terribly sad to read in articles.
Please support our Rent Control Board including Renters Rights.
Please put a sease to building! More people introduces more crime. Santa Monica is known as
â€œHome to the Homelessâ€•"
Support the aged through food and housing
"Resolve the rodent issue in the parks & gardens
Hold CCSM accountable with social workers on their staff "
Keep Santa Monica resident friendly. Not just cater to tourists and hospitality industry
"More affordable housing
More program for at risk youth "
Government FINANCIAL transparency- let us know where money is going and give us a chance
to vote on priorities and where to spend it."
youth and families
The above are confusing
Internet connectivity and online services.
NOISE REDUCTION EFFORTS. Stated in your most current edition of Seascape [January
2019] reducing pollution (including noise pollution) are but two aspects of mental wellbeing that
can go a long way toward a happier, healthier life.' Which begs the question, because we sure
do NOT see it (or rather hear) it, what IS Santa Monica doing to reduce noise in downtown
Santa Monica? Every SINGLE DAY there are innumerable ambulance and fire runs, all done
with horns and sirens blaring - at ALL hours, even when traffic is at a minimum (i.e. - early
mornings/late nights). Add to that the constancy of honking horns and we residents are
subjected to an incredible degree of noise pollution on a daily basis. We have the unfortunate
circumstance of living in close proximity to the Lincoln corridor and the noise coming from it in
the form of the prior examples and via other sources, too, is a CONSTANT assault on the
senses, and truly and measurably diminishes the quality of life here. We have broached this
subject to the City before, but it, as most likely these comments too, falls on deaf ears. Santa
Monica knows it has issues here and even suggest that pollution including noise is an issue and
yet it implements exactly ZERO measures to discourage for example, the honking of horns at
intersections, the prohibition of extended construction hours for the buildings going up at the
intersections of Lincoln and Colorado... to name a few. Shame on Santa Monica for talking a
big game of caring but doing little to nothing to show for it!
Programs to encourage
"Honesty should be a category under Governance
Fiscal Restraint should be a category under Governance"
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Get rid of Blue Bus which is mostly empty and take up too much road. Switch to Uber vans."

8.A.b

Keep Santa Monica Airport open

Create a way to indicate the intensity of the choices (i.e. 1-10 or allow respondents to select the
same selection for more than one priority?)"
IMPLEMENT DISTRICT VOTING
STOP BEING REGIONAL SERVICE PROVIDER "

Food security and support for low income folks.
"It appears that serving me personally and others like me is definitely and purposely outside of
your plans as you push SM more to the socialist line.
SM's political agenda is terrifying. It is no longer our city. It is insane. Semi private parking on
public streets?? Green paint that is already pealing on bike paths?? If bikers by now do not
know where the bike paths are they shouldn't be on bikes. Why are you wasting home owner
tax payers money on such nonsense??
In addition to the above rant, I don't understand why SM needs to identify ethnic groups. If we
are LEGAL citizens, then we are all Americans under one flag."
"stop chemicals from being sprayed in the air - https://youtu.be/L5is16A8pfw
stop fluoride in the drinking water - https://fluoridealert.org/articles/50-reasons
more community gardens and fruit orchards - citrus lined streets"
Within the use of space priorities, I would specifically like to see a permanent ice rink for the
community. Don't want to waste an opportunity to say it!
Help for the elderly
Whomever decided to put the Expo Line at street level should be sued! The Lincoln corridore
between Wilshire and Pico is unpassable at most times of the day. When the new residences
adjacent to the corner of Lincoln and Colorado open it will be absolute gridlock. Congratulations!
"Community connection metric: ""% of residents who report volunteering for a nonprofit or civic
organization"" - this is largely an ableist metric. People of all ages and abilities need purpose
and meaning. Measuring volunteer service as an indicator of community connection does not
paint a complete picture and is only marginally indicative of connection for the few rather than
the many.
Engaged Community metric: ""% of citizen-initiated customer service tickets closed within
department-specific time period"" - again, this is not a metric of community engagement. It's a
metric that shows how quickly your departments are able to end the complaint process. The
I love that a survey is at least being done in my community, but the metrics you describe to
measure outcomes seem like something out of an HR or customer service department. I get
that there are limitations but, from a research design perspective, it doesn't seem that these
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"More developed explanations of the ""sub-outcomes""

8.A.b

"Commercial landlords to pay penalties if storefronts vacant over 6 months. Blight.
No cell phone boosters--damage from wireless in lab animals.
Require restaurants to transport recycling to official facilities to discourage picking."
Better Fiber Internet options
"5: improved car parking infrastructure for residents outside of DTSM...i suggest a parking
garage for Montana shopping
4: reduce ambient noise (I suggest clearly marked signs declaring monetary fines for honking
car horns like in parts of NYC)"
reduce support services for homeless
"Airport noise....2nd priority
Congested traffic....1st priority"
"Get homeless people off of the street and quit encouraging them Make the homeless shelters
drug and alcohol free, NO DRUGS
Don't allow bicycles on streets that are just too small/narrow, It's dangerous for
everyone.Enforce the traffic laws for everyone!
Give tickets to people that don't have dogs on leashes if they are suppose to and scooters, etc.
They all go right passed the police"
Supporting our policeman and fire fighters
"Save Santa Monica Airport; retain the physical integrity of its entire runway to serve in
emergencies.
Reduce traffic through logical automotive planning, not wishful thinking that people will drive
less.
Freeze development, prevent building projects beyond existing codes."
"Arrest transients who are breaking the law and put them in jail no matter the length of sentence
Stop catering to, and encouraging, transients from all over the state, county, and country from
coming to Santa Monica by providing less programs and services
Work with the state and county to reopen mental institutions to place the chronically mentally ill
in a safe and healthy facility "
"Property being bought and new owners want to buy tenants out and the owners turn around
and sell the property.
New owner buying property and do major construction with tenants living at home and the
construction is 6 ft from the apt the dust and dirt no notice or updates when bill dozer will be
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metrics get to the core of what people really need. You'll get a great ""report,"" but this is so
lacking in qualitative data, I think it can only be taken with a grain of salt. "

8.A.b

4: reduce ambient noise (I suggest clearly marked signs declaring monetary fines for honking
car horns like in parts of NYC)
Regulating noise -- particularly excessive use of loud sirens by ambulance, police and fire trucks
next time don't make it so difficult to access English in your surveys.
eliminate rent control
4. reduce noise and air pollution (close smoking)
Airport noise....2nd priority
City Pot smoking nuisance laws. The smell is awful.
Publish the plan for the airport to become a park ALONG SIDE a plan to build middle class
housing along the rail line
The Santa Monica Airport should be the city's main priority. The airport is noisy, polluting and
dangerous and not consistent with the city's stance on sustanability. The airport should be
closed immediately.

Parking
also end rent control , and reduce the size and controll of government by at least 80 %
"Keep SM Airport. Keep it jet free. Do NOT get rid of airport. Do not move homeless to airport.
No more parks.
Reduce pass-through commuter traffic during AM and PM peek times. Residents are
LANDLoCKED. "
too many stored vehicles parked in residential areas without ever moving
Changing the new LAX airport routes over our homes every 2 minutes and small planes as well.
This is such an assault. Closing SM airport has resulted in this.

traffic light integration with metro! Stewart and Olympic can take up to 15 minutes of waiting if
you don't catch the light.
"Keeping neighborhoods clean
Improve lighting on dark side streets"
Re-visit decision-making on use of publicly owned land
Parking Options - It takes me 20+ minutes to find a parking space on the 2nd street/Montana
Ave block because of non-permitting, etc.
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coming the loud drilling ..its like being in a war zone tenants living with construction causes
depression. Example: 1417 17th st 90404"

8.A.b

Supporting our policeman and fire fighters

Reversal of commercial development
De-emphasize tourism"
"Stop and turn away the motorcycles without mufflers at our city limits!!!!!
Otherwise, I love Santa Monica!!!!!"
"Don't wait until a sale to re-assess housing. 602 Georgina Ave has an assessment of 350k and
is a 4 million dollar house because it has not been sold in many years.
Use property tax gain from reassessment to Lower the Sales Taxes as it effects the poor more
then the rich.
Welcome developers who can build Multi Story skyscaper style property on Ocean Ave (near
jobs) and near the 26th st station, don't shun them."
"Protecting renters
Community serving businesses (i.e. affordably priced, not tourist destinations)
Responsive to residents, transparent, and accountable city government without corruption "
specific to infrastructure; provide safe communication system, replacing existing overhead
power lines (plan to "underground" telephone, electric, cable lines and poles), prioritize
overloaded neighborhood of Ocean Park
"Save Santa Monica Airport; retain the physical integrity of its entire runway to serve in
emergencies.
Reduce traffic through logical automotive planning, not wishful thinking that people will drive
less.
Freeze development, prevent building projects beyond existing codes."
"Arrest transients who are breaking the law and put them in jail no matter the length of sentence
Stop catering to, and encouraging, transients from all over the state, county, and country from
coming to Santa Monica by providing less programs and services
Work with the state and county to reopen mental institutions to place the chronically mentally ill
in a safe and healthy facility "
"Police doing police work not directing traffic at 3rd street promenade.
Hire more police with giving less OT pay.
Restructure building and planning dept to be helpful to the customers that pay for permits. "
"Dealing with the existing and growing homeless population - too many homeless are gathering
in public spaces making it uncomfortable for us longterm residents.
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"Concern for the needs of residents

8.A.b

Lower taxes
"Preserve neighborhoods and historical buildings.
Limit development, especially the tragedy which is the stretch of Lincoln between Olympic and
Broadway.
Bring back affordable family restaurants. "
As a response to global warming, LA is painting streets white. Why isn't Santa Monica doing
this?
"Property being bought and new owners want to buy tenants out and the owners turn around
and sell the property.
New owner buying property and do major construction with tenants living at home and the
construction is 6 ft from the apt the dust and dirt no notice or updates when bill dozer will be
coming the loud drilling ..its like being in a war zone tenants living with construction causes
depression. Example: 1417 17th st 90404"
I am here to find out if Yossi Govrin has been elected to be again as a director of SM Studios.
My priority is NOT having him as a director but elect someone new, fresh, with no so much
power, and someone who takes care of artists and rent low cost studios. This is NOT Govrin!
Thanks
MORE AFFORDABLE PARKING OPTIONS
"Since our town is a tourist destination, that drives up prices for restaurants/services etc., seems
like residents should receive a ""locals discount"" card or something that balances the benefits
that vendors make from the tourists.
More services for children with special needs (0-5). "
Help for the elderly
these titles are stupid. none of them make sense. jeesh.
I would like to see The City take a stronger stand for peace and a nonviolent international policy
by the United States.
Keep Santa Monica Airport open
"Noise reduction in Downtown SM.
City council government corruption
Real estate lobbiests too much influence "
To hire more police officers, prefarably motorcycle cops
"Relax development restrictions
Slow more non-affordable housing"
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cracking down on property owners who leave their buildings abandoned and derelict. This
increases rodent population and squatters/trespassers. It also lowers property values."

8.A.b

Public libraries are now for the homeless and not a place for regular citizens anymore, which is
very sad.
#3 reduce city spending on frivolus projects like $2M Park bathrooms, civic center early child
center, excessive fees and taxes"
Housing!!!! Need more low income, moderate income, and work force housing!!!
Supporting the arts fairly--i.e., with fair compensation
"Reduce City spending/borrowing
Reduce City pensions/salaries
"Reduce City spending/borrowing
Reduce City pensions/salaries
Infrastructure
"Educate the NIMBYs and provide better communications infrastructure
Infrastructure"
Maintain rent control. Do not let rent control succumb to the pressures of real estate ownership.
Monitor Airbnb and the like as there are many under the City's radar"
Actually listen and move towards santa miinica teaident needs not visitors and non residents or
business"
Pro-resident governance
Public should elect S.M. Mayor. City Council should have "term limits". Curtail use of scooters.
Effectively reduce homelessness.
IMPLEMENT DISTRICT VOTING
STOP BEING REGIONAL SERVICE PROVIDER "
"End the corruption of the municipal government
Reduce City Hall staff by 50%
Improve air quality - traffic congestion is really deteriorating downtown air quality
Reduce noise pollution"
#3 reduce city spending on frivolus projects like $2M Park bathrooms, civic center early child
center, excessive fees and taxes"
School equity
Lower property taxes"
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Parking ticket fines are not an appropriate amount for the working class

8.A.b

Government FINANCIAL transparency- let us know where money is going and give us a chance
to vote on priorities and where to spend it."
Enforce noise laws that's making living on Ocean Ave near Crescent Bay Park unbearable
Decrease the construction of higher and larger buildings throughout the city that increases the
traffic congestion that is already jamming our main streets and that has encroached onto every
neighborhood streets including the alleys throughout the day and night. Putting an end to the
city's practices that aids and abets criminal behavior of the homeless drug addicted population.
Making it easy for business is the second priority
"Reduce payscales for public employees. Police,fireman, city manager, city lawyers make too
much money. A budget of $600 million for a city this size is extravagantly large.
"Making SM more friendly, less onerous to small business
"fair elections, people electing a mayor
The top priority of the city and its government should be to serve its residents. Period. Does
the city government accurately reflect what its residents -- not outsiders and developers -- want?
While all of the above choices sound "nice" and "righteous" on the surface, they completely
miss the point. These categories seem to be just platitudes developed by some outside
consulting service to make the city feel good about its self. What about Over-Development?
What about Traffic? What about city council members who often seem more interested in
espousing either personal or developer predetermined agendas, with very little interest in what
actual residents may want? What about fiscal responsibility, over-staffing and sky-high payrolls,
over-spending, and the huge pension liabilities lurking around the corner? What about the city's
decision to spend millions of dollars fighting a court case over more representative councildistrict elections, and then continuing to fight it after losing? Unfortunately this "nice" but
frivolous survey simply mirrors the basic problem with Santa Monica's current government. The
bigger issues that lie beneath the surface of this survey are what really count and should be
addressed with residents.
district election decision, severely reduce governmental regulation of business, which in its
present form just led us to sell an apartment our family had owned for nearly 60 years.
Reduce development
"I would like to see Santa Monica return to making residents a priority instead of tourism. Santa
Monica has lost its soul and is now all flash and glitz to entice tourists while neglecting the
values of those who live here.
"Keep SM Airport. Keep it jet free. Do NOT get rid of airport. Do not move homeless to airport.

"Save Santa Monica Airport; retain the physical integrity of its entire runway to serve in
emergencies.
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Allowing residents to feel safe voicing conservative opinions and views that don't fit Santa
Monica's liberal agenda.

Let homeowners develop their property as suits thier puposes. Reasonalbe limits are ok, but
the current cap of 20% top floor is absurd. With elderly people moving into their kids homes and
children staying longer, we need more space including privacy. The anti-development nimbys
have a loud voice but do not represent the majority."
"Please stop allowing developers, like those behind the real estate company ""Industry,"" to
dictate/undermine/provide graft or other incentives to continue turn Santa Monica into what all
long-time residents DO NOT WANT.
"Airport noise....2nd priority
"you need better description of each item. eg what is built enviromonement, what are some
examples of ""infrastructure"" that needs to be addressed. otherwise my list is just a guess and
my not reflect a 'true' priority. my priorites are: 1. reducing crime and having police respond to
/enforce laws 2. reduce traffic and enforce traffic laws 3. stop overdevelopment 4. reduce noise
and air pollution (close smoking) 5. increase parks and green spaces (great park instead of
airport)
Council members representing my district"
you need to include closing the airport as an item, or at least indication under what section it
belongs
No more parks.

*Please note that entries which mentioned individual staff members were redacted from
this list.
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Letters of support from Boards and Commissions:
1. Commission for the Senior Community
2. Commission on the Status of Women
3. Disabilities Commission
4. Landmarks Commission
5. Recreation and Parks Commission

1. COMMISSION FOR THE SENIOR COMMUNITY
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2. COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN
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4. LANDMARKS COMMISSION
TO: Mayor Davis, Chair Pro Tempore O’Day and Commissioners Himmelrich,
McKeown, Morena and Winterer
FROM: Santa Monica Landmarks Commission
SUBJECT: Commission request for line item budget to meet priorities
Santa Monica residents have been requested to complete a City survey on Community
Priorities to support Council’s efforts to direct budget and other governmental policy,
and Council members have scheduled a retreat to consider the responses and other
data relevant to budget formulation. Similarly, the Landmarks Commission is giving
attention to the priorities it considers significant and the budget allocations required to
support these in carrying out its mission and purpose as set forth in its Chapter 9.56 of
the Municipal Code.
At its last retreat on October 23, 2017 and the monthly meeting on January 14, 2019,
Commissioners listed the following as major priorities, requiring that specific budget
items be identified as available for Commission use in carrying them out:
 Provide education and outreach to the public and at all levels of local education
(K-University) on City’s historic preservation and Landmarks program
 Clarify and make known the benefits and incentives to apply for Landmark status
and provide information and technical assistance to owners, other residents, and
community organizations who do so
 Implement plaque/commemorative inscription/QR identification program
The Commission asks Council to consider authorizing the following budget items to
enable fulfillment of the above priorities.
 Printed materials, including but not limited to brochures, other informational
pieces and means of identification
 Development of similar materials for online use
 Continuing education/professional development for Commissioners, including but
not limited to registration fees, travel and lodging support for relevant workshops
and conferences
 Annual retreat, including funding for an outside facilitator
We wish you a productive retreat and thank you for your consideration of the above.
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5. RECREATION AND PARKS COMMISSION
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SUMMARIES OF STRATEGIC GOALS
Council’s Five Strategic Goals:

Airport
Summary:

In 2014, Santa Monica voters overwhelmingly supported
Measure Local Control (“Measure LC”) to prohibit new
development on Airport land, except for parks, public open
spaces, and public recreational facilities without voter
approval and to affirm the City Council’s authority to manage
Airport land. In 2017, the City Council reached a historic
agreement with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
that allows the closure of SMO after December 31, 2028 and
the shortening of the runway to 3,500 feet, eliminating use
by large jets and creating a runway safety area.
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By aggressively asserting Santa Monica’s rights as owner of
the airport property, forcing the FAA to recognize local
control to mitigate adverse health and safety impacts of
Airport operations and ultimately to convert the airport to
educational, cultural, and recreational park uses.

Framework Outcomes:


Governance; and



Place and Planet



Bring structures up to acceptable standards (Safe,

Outcomes:

sanitary, and decent conditions);


Analyze current revenue structure with long-term
payment obligations;



Bring properties to market rate; and



Manage property delinquencies.



Completion of runway shortening on December 23, 2017;



Progress towards eliminating the excess pavement no

Achievements:

longer used for aircraft operations;


Began the process of assessing buildings’ condition in
order to bring structures up to acceptable standards
(safe, sanitary and decent condition);



Conducted an assessment of existing revenue and
expenses to repay long term payment obligation to the
General Fund;
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All sub-tenancies were eliminated (Santa Monica Art
Studios sub-tenants will be brought over to City’s
Management control on April 1, 2019);



Airport vacancy rate is less than 8%, compared to the
industry standard of 13%;



Developed a policy to process, identify and track property
management leases;



Implemented a policy to process delinquency accounts;
and



Developed a bid to replace the Airport’s property
management software that will simplify tenant payments,
enhance responses to request for maintenance, and
reduce staff’s time handling property management tasks.

Homelessness
Summary:

Santa Monica has long been a leader in providing resources,
supportive services, and housing to its most vulnerable
community members. The City supported the development
of sophisticated, collaborative programs to transition
homeless community members from the streets and into
housing. A region-wide shortage of affordable housing
resources and services is resulting in higher incidents of
street homelessness. The City cannot fully address the local
impacts of this issue alone, and as a result expanded our
approach to include enhanced regional partnerships while
continuing to innovate and refine our local response to
homelessness.

Theory of Change:

Santa Monica will not accept that homelessness is
inevitable. While the regional homelessness crisis cannot be
“solved” within our borders, our City is determined to invest
additional local resources to consistently engage everyone in
our community who is unhoused, to provide effective
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leadership role in regional solutions. We will gather and
share timely data to track and analyze both overall progress
and individuals.
Framework Outcomes:


Health; and



Economic Opportunity



Smart deployment of local resources;



Increase availability of housing and services in other

Outcomes:

communities;


Ensure effective, safe, respectful use of libraries through
policy implementation, enforcement, and service delivery;
and



Activate internal and external stakeholders to collectively
address homelessness.

Achievements:


29,827 Citywide contacts with people experiencing
homelessness;



The C3 team has made 159 referrals to services, and 4
permanent housing placements;



Homelessness Multidisciplinary Street Team has placed
37 individuals into some sort of housing;



Police calls for service, field interviews and officer
initiated activity are all down from last year;



Police won a contract to use an ambulance transport to
better aid individuals experiencing homelessness;



Police have used data to target their energy on changing
hotspots throughout the months;



People Concern has had 88 unique drop-in clients, with 2
connections to employment
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Library's pop-up resource fair has had 75 visitors thus
far;



Public Works have reduced the number of incidents
involving city employees to zero in the past couple
months; and



Public Works have made several improvements to public
bathrooms to improve cleanliness and accessibility.

Plan of Action

Learn and Thrive
Summary:

Our community believes in providing learning
opportunities at every stage of life to improve the
wellbeing of our residents.

Theory of Change:

Successful government promotes the health, safety,
and wellbeing of the people it serves, with cities
uniquely positioned to have a meaningful local and
global impact. Access to opportunities for learning
and growth that begin with our youth that and
continues through all stages of life has been proven to
be a key element in our individual and joint
wellbeing. Santa Monica Cradle to Career (C2C), a
collective impact initiative, is focused on ensuring that
every child in Santa Monica has the ability to succeed
from early childhood through adulthood. The Youth
Wellbeing Report Card revealed findings related to
our youth’s ability to learn and thrive, starting in their
earliest years. As a result, Learn and Thrive focused
on kindergarten readiness. By increasing the number
of children who are on track for kindergarten on day
one, we maximize their opportunity for success
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connections for all Santa Monicans to play a role in
the success of young people and their families, we
will increase our capacity to support our youth in their
educational growth and transition to become
successful adults.
Framework Outcomes:


Community;



Economic Opportunity; and



Learning



In collaboration with community partners, ensure

Outcomes:

all children are on track for kindergarten; and


Create conditions that help ensure all community
members have the ability to thrive.

Achievements:


100% participation in the Early Development
Instrument (EDI), a nationally recognized tool to
assess the readiness of children for kindergarten;



63% of students are on track for all five domains
included in of the instrument, an increase of 3%
over the 2017 rate of 60% of kindergartners on
track in;



135 youth were served across by the Child/Youth
Resource Teams (0-5 years, middle school, and
older youth) in 2017-18 including 38 vulnerable
children and their families who received support
from by the Early Childhood Wellbeing Project;



Construction is underway for of Early Childhood
Lab School (ECLS) at Civic Center, scheduled to
open in Fall of 2020. Enrollment criteria includes a
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families;
o 23 families participated in the 2017-2018
Reading 2 Go program with 16 families
completing the program and reported a
number of benefits including but not limited
to:


Exposure to new music and great
books in the library



Expansion of English and Spanish
vocabulary, enjoying books more



Parents apply new/creative ways to
assist their children



Children engaging in imaginative
play



16 Library story times were offered weekly in
2017-2018 reaching 2,989 participants (52%
children; 48% adults). Weekly themes included
Sharing & Caring; Fuel for School; Use your
Words and Early Learning.

Plan of Action

Inclusive and Diverse Community

Summary:

Santa Monica is committed to maintaining an
inclusive and diverse community by maintaining and
expanding affordable housing, raising workers’
incomes, and helping Santa Monica residents stay in
their homes as engaged members of the community.
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Without intervention, market forces, combined with
the impacts of a variety of state laws, have the
potential to transform Santa Monica from an
economically diverse community to a community
where only those with significant financial resources
can afford to live. The strategic goal of maintaining
an inclusive and diverse community focuses on
implementing policies and programs to ensure that
the City of Santa Monica is a place that welcomes all
people and can provide a place for more than just the
wealthy. The goal recognizes that the primary tool for
maintaining economic diversity is the preservation
and production of affordable housing.

Framework Outcomes:


Community;



Economic Opportunity;



Health; and



Place and Planet.



Promoting economic diversity;



Create more housing opportunities for low and

Outcomes:

moderate-income families; and


Providing support for residents in poverty to
addresses their basic needs.

Achievements:


Minimum wage was raised to $15 an hour;



Conducted an initial inventory of City services and
programs for low and moderate income residents,
such as subsidies and discounts on services, has
been completed. Work continues on using this
information to identify potential service gaps as
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well as potential opportunities to create
consistency across program applications and
guidelines; and


Tracking data from the American Community
Survey.

Plan of Action
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Vernice Hankins
Stephanie Venegas
Thursday, January 24, 2019 2:09 PM
councilmtgitems
FW: 2019 Planning Commission Priorities

From: Council Mailbox
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2019 2:08 PM
To: Gleam Davis <Gleam.Davis@SMGOV.NET>; Terry O’Day <Terry.Oday@smgov.net>; Councilmember Kevin McKeown
<Kevin.McKeown@SMGOV.NET>; Sue Himmelrich <Sue.Himmelrich@SMGOV.NET>; Greg Morena
<Greg.Morena@SMGOV.NET>; Ana Maria Jara <AnaMaria.Jara@SMGOV.NET>; Ted Winterer
<Ted.Winterer@SMGOV.NET>
Cc: Rick Cole <Rick.Cole@SMGOV.NET>; Katie E. Lichtig <Katie.Lichtig@SMGOV.NET>; Anuj Gupta
<Anuj.Gupta@SMGOV.NET>; Gigi Decavalles <Gigi.Decavalles@SMGOV.NET>; Tim Dodd <Tim.Dodd@SMGOV.NET>;
David Martin <David.Martin@SMGOV.NET>
Subject: FW: 2019 Planning Commission Priorities
Council‐
Please see the below email regarding the budget priorities of the Planning Commission.
Thank you,
Stephanie
From: Mario Fonda‐Bonardi [mailto:mario@fbharchitects.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2019 1:47 PM
To: Council Mailbox <Council.Mailbox@SMGOV.NET>
Cc: Nina Fresco <nina@freddycan.net>; Leslie Lambert <leslielambert92@gmail.com>; Richard McKinnon
<Richard.McKinnon@SMGOV.NET>; Amy Anderson <ananderson27@outlook.com>; Jason Parry
<Jason.Parry@SMGOV.NET>; Shawn Landres <Shawn.Landres@SMGOV.NET>; David Martin
<David.Martin@SMGOV.NET>; Kyle Ferstead <Kyle.Ferstead@SMGOV.NET>
Subject: 2019 Planning Commission Priorities

Dear Council Members
Thanks for setting up a public process to discuss the priorities in the next budget cycle. The Planning
Commission discussed this at our meeting of January 16, and would like to suggest 4 items for funding and
prioritizing that would significantly enhance our City. In no particular order of importance they are:
1. Designate or hire a staff member whose job is to implement the City’s ambitious Vision Zero (no traffic
fatalities). With increased traffic and alternate vehicles such as Bird Scooters the Vision Zero, will be
unrealizable unless someone is actually responsible for moving the needle on this urgent (life and death) issue.
2. Hire a City Preservation Officer. The preservation of the City’s historical fabric is inadequately advanced
with no single person delegated to focus solely on speeding up the designation/non designation process,
monitoring the Mill’s act contract conformance, updating codes, and countless other tasks and decisions that are
not being done in a timely or effective manner.
1 of 4
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3. Accelerate the City's’s effort to get the entire City to Net Zero electricity use. While the City has been
ratcheting up our Code requirements and other green ordinances and incentives to approach Net Zero, we have a
long way to go. The sustainability Office and the City decision makers need to push harder to keep the progress
moving with dedicated yearly targets that progress can be measured against.

While we are not suggesting hiring more staff lightly, the first two items are probably only achievable with
more staff, unless we are willing to compromise or terminate some existing programs. While all 4 priorities
merit Council support and funding, the last two are continuations of the work that existing staff, Commissions,
and Council are already doing and primarily require more political muscle to increase the pace of progress not
necessarily more staff.
Your favorable review of this request is greatly appreciated. Feel free to call me with any questions.
Mario Fonda-Bonardi AIA Planning Commission Chair
Mario@fbharchitects.com
310-453-1134
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4. Accelerate the City's’s effort to provide affordable housing. While the City has been ratcheting up our Code
requirements and other affordable housing incentives we have a long way to go particularly for homeless and
middle class residents . While no single silver bullet will solve all our housing affordability issues and the
job/housing imbalance, continuing evolution of our codes and incentives need to happen if we are to make even
a small dent in this intractable problem.
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Vernice Hankins

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Council Mailbox
Thursday, January 24, 2019 2:16 PM
Gleam Davis; Terry O’Day; Councilmember Kevin McKeown; Sue Himmelrich; Greg
Morena; Ted Winterer; Ana Maria Jara
councilmtgitems; Rick Cole; Katie E. Lichtig; Anuj Gupta; Andy Agle; Gigi Decavalles; Tim
Dodd
FW: Letter regarding housing policy from Santa Monica Forward to City Council
Document1.docx

Council‐
Please see the below email regarding the Council Retreat.
Thank you,
Stephanie
From: Judy Abdo [mailto:judyabdo@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 22, 2019 1:51 PM
To: Council Mailbox <Council.Mailbox@SMGOV.NET>
Subject: FW: Letter regarding housing policy from Santa Monica Forward to City Council
To All
We wanted you to have our thinking regarding housing policy before your council retreat. Thanks for all you
are doing.
Judy
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------January 21,2019
RE: HOUSING FOR ALL
Dear Mayor Davis and Councilmembers:
Santa Monica Forward strongly supports the production of housing, at all affordability levels, as a high priority
Strategic Goal.
Housing Production as a Strategic Goal should be defined to include increasing housing opportunities for
moderate income and workforce families and individuals. The Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE) defines
Workforce Households as those whose annual incomes fall between 120% and 180% of Area Median Income
(AMI). In Santa Monica, this translates to annual incomes that fall between $83,160 and $124,740 for a family of
four, with adjustments for household size. This would provide housing opportunities for two middle income wage
earners.
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The Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE) clearly includes the provision of Workforce Housing as Policy
(page 3.3-2) and a Community Benefit (page 3.3-10). The LUCE also suggests several approaches for the
creation of Workforce Housing, including the use of underutilized public and corporate land and creative
partnerships between the City and major employers. SMF also suggests that incentives such as expedited
processing and special zoning allowances be explored.

Santa Monica Forward also supports the inclusion of Moderate Income Housing Opportunities as an important
component of the City’s Housing Strategic Goal. Currently, the City’s housing programs are directed toward
increasing housing for low income people. Although important, these programs do not meet the housing needs
of moderate income people, who for a four-person household, have annual incomes between 80% of AMI
($55,440) and 120% of AMI ($83,160).
There are many reasons for our recommendations including:


Preserving the economic diversity of Santa Monica. This diversity has always been valued in our
community and, we fear, it is in danger of disappearing.



Providing affordable housing for middle income families and individuals will benefit people such as
SMMUSD teachers, local hospital workers, first responders, SMC and other public employees and others
who work here but cannot afford to live here.



Improving the quality of life for people who work in Santa Monica by reducing their commute time, thereby
benefiting the whole community by reducing rush hour traffic congestion. The positive environmental
effects are clear.



Providing affordable housing opportunities for our adult children.

In conclusion, SMF is concerned that the City is facing an “economic barbell” in housing opportunities. Although
SMF does not believe that enough housing is being produced in the city, the housing that is being developed is
only available to the lowest and the highest ends of the income spectrum. Households in the middle are either
ineligible for low income housing or being priced out of the market. Addressing the housing needs of moderate
income people and those considered Workforce is a challenge, but we have confidence that the City can find
ways to meet it.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the City’s goal-setting for 2019.
Sincerely,
Judy Abdo, Co-Chair
Santa Monica Forward Steering Committee
Juan Matute, Co-Chair
Santa Monica Forward Steering Committee
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We do not believe that production of Workforce Housing will negatively affect compliance with Proposition R
since we understand that there is a robust pipeline of 100% affordable housing projects that are in the planning
stage.

